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Abstract

Keywords

With ever increasing amount of data produced by various
sensors and applications, we are dealing with problems
with its storage and processing. Great amount of this
data is produced in form of streams and due to its great
volume, pace and variability or simply due to methods of
its analysis, we have to process it on-line, in time of its
creation. In our work, we focus on processing of time series data, which we regard as potentially infinite streams
of data. We discuss various representations of time series data used for dimensionality reduction and as means
to support various methods for further processing. The
main aim of our work is to explore possibility of incremental processing of potentially infinite time series data
as sequences of symbols. We propose a time series representation using repeating shapes in the course of time
series as symbols and we propose a similarity measure operating on this representation. As we focus on incremental
processing of potentially infinite time series, we pay special attention to applicability of the representation under
limitations of stream data processing. We discuss applications of our representation in various data analysis tasks
such as classification, indexing or forecasting.

Time series, symbolic representation, evolving data
streams, repeating shapes, clustering, alphabet size reduction

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.3 [Probability and Statistics]: Time series analysis; H.2.8 [Database Applications]: Data mining; G.1.2
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1.

Introduction

When we think about the BigData, most often, we think
mainly about the volume (as the name suggests) and we
neglect the other factors making the data challenging to
process. Usually, we forget that the data is hard to process not only because of the sheer amount of the data but
also velocity of its creation, veracity and other Vs of the
big data [7].
In our work, we focus mainly on volume and velocity as
we focus on processing of very long and potentially infinite time series data incoming in form of a data streams.
We thus separated the problem domain into two separate
parts: methods for time series data analysis and stream
data processing.

1.1

Time Series Data Processing

Time series data analysis comprises of many analysis tasks,
we can stumble upon when processing other kinds of data
such as classification, anomaly detection or clustering.
The main difference of methods to solve these tasks on
time series data from other kinds of data is the fact, that
we are working in multidimensional space of sequences of
real valued data. Time series have many dimensions as
they are formed by rather long sequences of values, but
their intrinsic dimensionality is much lower. To highlight
this structure, many time series representations were proposed over time. Some of them focus on highlighting the
most important frequencies present in the data (such as
Fast Fourier Transform - FFT or Singular Vector Decomposition - SVD), they select similar subsequences called
motifs [13] or use various approximations to reduce data
dimensionality and transform them into discrete (using
for example Piecewise Aggregate Approximation - PAA)
or symbolic sequences (using representations such as Symbolic ApproXimation [11]).
An interesting group of time series representations are
those, transforming the time series into sequences of symbols. They are interesting as they allow application of
methods not directly applicable on continuous data such
as Markov models or prefix trees, but also a plethora of
methods from the domain of information retrieval such
as Inverted index, if they are used to represent time se-
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• Handling of continuous flow of data at variable pace.
This issue is composed of two separate problems:
design of systems able to continuously process the
data for indefinite period of time and load shedding
of variable amount of incoming data to multiple processing elements.

ries in a vector space model. In our work, we pay special attention to these methods as they allow application
of methods not traditional for the domain of time series
analysis.
The diversity of data represented as time series allowed
development of a number of time series representations
and similarity measures. The most popular similarity
measures are those designed to compare time series in
terms of their shape such as Euclidean distance or Dynamic Time Warping - DTW. These similarity measures,
however, falter in case of very long time series, where
global characteristics (such as mean or trend) are no longer
essential for time series comparison, but we have to focus
on local features and the time series structure. To solve
these problems, various model based similarity measures
and measures based on compression dissimilarity were developed. Recently another approach for comparison of
such time series gained a lot of interest - approaches transforming the time series into a vector in a multidimensional
space, where each dimension is defined by one feature extracted from the time series. These features may be composed of most important frequencies or some symbolic
representation of the time series structure. In our work,
we propose a time series representation, that transforms
time series into a sequence of repeating shapes and these
can be used to form such features.

1.2

• The processing itself can use only limited amount of
memory while processing potentially unbound
stream of data.
• Result accuracy is required while preserving thorough memory limitations and single-pass through
the data restriction. Sampling techniques, approximation algorithms and window functions are viable
means to cope with this limitation.
• Modelling changes of mining results over time. In
some cases we are not interested only in the data
analysis results, but also in changes of these results
with continuously arriving new data. Most of existing algorithms can not show the change of the result
over time, only the result itself.
• Model shifting due to variability of incoming data
stream. In many data analysis tasks such as classification or clustering, the variation of the incoming
data stream can produce the need for shifting of the
built model. Methods for stream data analysis have
to deal with such shifting and have to model the
updates.

Challenges and Methods of Stream Data
Processing

Typical data analysis process can be separated into several steps: data collection, transformation, preprocessing, analysis itself, visualization and result interpretation.
More and more often, it happens that we can not separate
the data acquisition and data processing stage. We often
have to perform the analysis on ever increasing data collections, we have to cope with data drift and we have to
address changing data properties as they come in streams.
When processing big amounts of data and especially when
the data is growing fast and when it is changing over time,
we face the problem that in time we process the data, it
is no longer accurate. In such cases, we have to process
the data incrementally, in time of their creation,

Recently, multiple tools and frameworks were developed
to process such streams of data such as Kafka1 , Storm2 or
Spark3 and many approaches for stream data processing
and for handling these limitations were proposed. The
most often used are approaches based on windowed operations, on concept drift detection [10] and based on approximate algorithms.

1.3

Open Problems and Thesis Goals

Based on the analysis of current state of time series processing methods and stream data processing, we found
several groups of open problems and opportunities:

This kind of processing brings several limitations we have
to cope with:

• problems related to processing of high-dimensional
data,

• Data is incoming online, in time of their creation.

• problems concerning comparison of very long time
series,

• The processing system has no control over the order of incoming items. Most often, they are timestamped, but their order may change in the processing pipeline.

• opportunities arising from employment of methods
not directly applicable on continuous data of time
series such as various methods from text processing
domain and

• The data stream may be unbound and its speed may
change over time.

• inability of many time series representations and
similarity measures to process the data under constraints faced when processing potentially infinite
streams of data.

• Once the data element is processed, it is discarded
or archived. It cannot be retrieved easily unless it is
stored in raw or aggregated form in memory which
is typically small relative to the size of the stream.
Those differences from processing of static collections of
data introduce several issues and challenges into the processing of the data [6]:

Based on these problems, we stated three goals we will
focus on:
1

Apache Kafka - http://kafka.apache.org
Apache Storm - http://storm.apache.org
3
Apache Spark - http://spark.apache.org
2
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Figure 1: Sliding window (of length w) splits the time series into overlapping sequences. We cluster
similar sequences to form groups of similar sequences represented by the same symbol. A sequence of
symbol identifiers and normalization coefficients is used to represent the time series.
• To reduce dimensionality of very long time series
data by transforming them into a sequence of symbols, where every symbol will be represented by a
repeating shape.
• To allow application of various methods from the
domain of text processing by means of the symbolic
representation.
• To propose a process of transformation of very long
and potentially infinite time series into sequences of
symbols while maintaining limitations imposed by
the stream nature of the data.

2. Symbolic Time Series Representation
To solve open problems defined in previous section, we
proposed a representation of time series data transforming
repeating shapes in the course of time series into symbols.
We refer to this representation as to Incremental Subsequence Clustering - ISC. The representation is based on
a symbolic representation presented in [5], but it removes
two of its major drawbacks.
The original representation used K-means algorithm to
create clusters of subsequences, which were then used to
replace the original subsequence with the cluster identifier. In theory, the cluster centre could be used to approximate the original data. However, it was later shown,
that these clusters don’t accurately represent the original
data and tend to converge into a shifted sinusoidal curve
regardless the data they were formed from [8].
The other limitation is the fact, that K-menas algorithm
is iterative in its nature and thus not directly applicable
in single pass through the data restriction of stream data
processing.
To alleviate these two limitations, we use Leader clustering algorithm (not limiting the number of formed symbols,
but rather their size) instead of the K-means algorithm
in the transformation process.
A visualization of the transformation process of time series into the ISC representation is displayed on Figure 1.
The data is split into overlapping subsequences of defined

length and shift. All formed subsequences are normalized
using Z-normalization and clustered incrementally. Every subsequence is then replaced by a cluster identifier
and normalization coefficients. As cluster centres represent the data they were formed from, they can be used
in connection with normalization coefficients to approximately reconstruct the original data.
To evaluate whether clusters formed using this representation truly represent the original data, we performed
an evaluation of Meaningfulness [8] of formed clusters.
The clustering of subsequences using the Leader algorithm produced meaningful clusters when symbol size was
comparable with length of shapes typical for the dataset.
However, when we shrank the symbol size into only a few
data points, the symbol alphabet was reduced into a set of
basic shapes, which are common to every dataset. Thus,
meaningful clusters are formed in the process of transformation into ISC representation, but when we use too
small symbols, they fall into a set of few basic shapes,
which can be expected.

2.1

Similarity Measure on ISC Representation

To have an applicable time series representation, along
with the representation, we proposed a similarity measure
running on top of the ISC representation. The similarity
measure (referenced as Symbolic distance - SymD) is an
adaptation of Euclidean distance not comparing individual values, but whole symbols. We showed, the similarity measure lower bounds the Euclidean distance, which
makes it applicable in indexing schemes such as GEMINI.
However, we don’t limit the potential user of the proposed symbolic representation representation to use only
the SymD distance. As this measure does not employ the
fact that the time series is represented as a sequence of
symbols, others, symbolic similarity measures can be used
in its place. We performed several experiments, where we
used Levenshtein distance to exploit the symbolic representation. Despite the fact that in this case we don’t
guarantee the lower bounding property, it is beneficial in
many applications. Especially, when we are not interested
in global features of the transformed time series, but their
local features.
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Alphabet Size Management

As we replaced the K-means algorithm, used in the time
series representation proposed by Das et al. [5], by Leader
clustering algorithm not limiting the number of clusters,
we caused that the transformation into ISC representation produces ever growing alphabet of symbols. The ever
growing alphabet of symbols is not permitted when processing streams of data as we are restricted for constant
processing time per element of the data stream. This
is especially troubling when transforming evolving data
streams, where new shapes in the data can occur continuously and some shapes seize to occur over time.
To overcome this limitation, we proposed several approaches for alphabet size limitation based on forgetting
non-frequent symbols. We used an assumption, that we
are more interested in frequent and the most recent symbols than in old or unused symbols and thus we have to
represent the recent part of the data stream with greater
accuracy than the older parts of the data stream. When
this assumption holds and the application at hand allows
it, we could simply forget non-frequent or no longer used
symbols.
To introduce the notion of frequent items (symbols) into
the ISC representation, we extended the definition of a
symbol by a occurrence count estimate. We used a counter
based frequent item mining algorithm to maintain a set
of counters for the most frequent item candidates and
we merged set of these candidates and the alphabet of
symbols. Every time a frequent item mining algorithm
assigned a counter to new potentially frequent item, we
associated it with a new symbol and every time a counter
was removed from this set, we forgot a symbol. This
approach, however, produces sequences of symbols with
holes - sections that are impossible to reconstruct due to
forgotten symbols representing them. We adapted the
original forgetting approach to reduce and completely remove holes formed by forgotten symbols.
All proposed approaches for alphabet size reduction are
not limited for one frequent item mining algorithm. All
counter based and most of sketch based algorithms are
applicable [4] as long as they maintain a set frequent item
candidates. In our experiments, we used the Frequent
algorithm, but various other algorithms can be used instead. For example time decaying [3] or sliding window
based [2] algorithms for frequent item mining could be
used to introduce decay and age of the symbols into alphabet management process.

3. Applications of the Proposed Representation
We evaluated properties and applicability of the proposed
representation in multiple different applications on various short and long time series.

3.1

Classification of Various Short Time Series

We used the ISC representation in combination with two
time series similarity measures (SymD and Levenshtein
distance) to evaluate applicability on various types of time
series data. For this experiemnt, we used the well known
UCR collection of datasets [9].
We showed that the performance of various methods greatly varies on different dataset types. At the same time, we
showed two methods running on ISC representation outperform other popular time series similarity measures run-

Figure 2: An example of forecast using the
method based on ISC. Blue line indicates the true
data and green line indicates 1/2 day forecast.
Three weeks worth of data is displayed.
ning on raw data on multiple types of time series datasets.
In general, it showed promising results and can be used
to improve classification error on various datasets.

3.2

Forecasting

We used the fact, that we maintain an alphabet of overlapping shapes to forecast future values of a very long
time series. We used a simple idea of searching for the
closest symbol in the alphabet of symbols by comparison
of the most recent part of the dataset with start of every
symbol in the alphabet. As we found the closest symbol,
we used the rest of the symbol as prediction of next values
of the time series. On Figure 2, one can see a result of
prediction created using 1/2 day of the most recent data
to find the closest, one day long, symbol. The second half
of the closest symbol was used as a prediction.
Our simple model could be trivially improved by taking
into account frequent sequences of symbols and we could
use it to prolong the predicted sequence and to increase
forecast accuracy.
The simple model we used, was able to outperform HotWinters seasonal model and Exponential smoothing as
they were not able to learn multiple pattern and they
were slow to train new shapes in the data. We thus
demonstrated, the ISC representation is also applicable
on forecasting.

3.3

Classification of Next Symbol in Very Long Time
Series

In another experiment, we used methods requiring categorical data (Markov model) on time series data, to increase precision of classification of data in incoming
stream. We used the ISC representation to transform
multivariate time series data representing an entire book
of handwritten characters into a sequence of symbols. We
used 1NN classifier to classify character trajectories incoming in stream and we used Markov model trained on a
symbolic representation to increase classification accuracy
with the knowledge about frequent symbol sequences. We
were able to significantly increase the accuracy of handwritten symbol identification from multivariate time se-
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ries using the frequent symbol occurrence model. We thus
demonstrated applicability of the representation on multivariate time series and the merit of application of text
processing methods on symbolic representation of time
series.

3.4

Classification Of Very Long Time Series Using
Bag-of-Words Representation

Text processing methods can be divided into those working on the level of symbols and strings (eg. edit distance
measures) and those, working on the level of entire documents (eg. TF-IDF or Inverted index). The ISC representation of time series, we proposed, can be applicable
not only to reduce dimensionality and to allow employment of edit based similarity measures, but also to use
time series as bags-of-words. By transforming time series
into a bag-of-words representation, we could use a number of diverse methods commonly used in text processing
domain to process time series.
Multiple similar approaches were proposed recently [1, 12,
14] and in this experiment, we determined, whether ISC
can achieve comparable results in analysis of very long
time series data transformed into bag-of-words representation as one of the most popular bag-of-words representations of time series [12]based on SAX. To evaluate applicability of both representations, we use classification of
various types of very long time series created by composition of shorter time series from UCR collection of datasets
[9]. Similarly to results of classification on short time
series, we achieved variable results for compared methods. On multiple datasets, we were able to outperform
the SAX based method and thus the ISC based method
can be used to represent time series as bags-of-words.

4. Contributions and Conclusions
By analysing state-of-the-art of time series representation, we identified several problems with processing of
very long and potentially infinite time series data. At
the same time, we identified an opportunity to introduce
the plethora of methods from text processing domain into
time series processing by transforming time series into
symbols.
We addressed these open problems by proposing a symbolic representation of time series referenced as Incremental Subsequence Clustering (ISC), which allows incremental transformation of potentially infinite time series data
into symbols. We proposed a similarity measure operating on data transformed into the ISC representation and
we showed it lower bounds the Euclidean distance and
can be thus used in indexing schemes such as GEMINI.
We addressed the problem of ever growing alphabet of
symbols by forgetting infrequent symbols and we demonstrated the applicability of the representation in various
tasks of data analysis such as classification of short and
long time series data or forecasting.
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Abstract
The development of information systems (IS) scored several developmental stages that are characterized both in
terms of their use as well as access to the solution.
These stages influenced creation of different types of information systems for various applications. But what in the
development of the IS is still missing is a clear connection
to user requirements.
This paper considers using ontology in some aspects of
model driven development.

Most systems not fail for technical reasons, but because
they do not address the real needs of customers. Lack of
focus is placed on the analytical stage represented in MDA
(Model Driven Architecture) in the CIM (Computational
Independent Model) level only postpones real problems
for later in the implementation and maintenance of systems.

2.

Model Driven Architecture

Model Driven Architecture - MDA is based on creation of
models and transformations between these models. MDA
specifies four levels of abstraction:

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous; D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Miscellaneous

1. Computation Independent Model - CIM

Keywords

3. Platform Specific Model - PSM

information system, model driven architecture, ontology,
CIM, PIM

4. Implementation Model - IM

1. Introduction
The process of development of information systems is a
permanent task of software architects and developers who
are trying to develop innovative solutions. On the other
hand, there are the users, whose demands are a challenge
to exploring new approaches of IS development. Therefore, in the recent period information system developers
interested in a flexible and easy to maintain information
systems that can meet the requirements of users in the
shortest possible time.
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2. Platform Independent Model - PIM

Levels of abstraction mentioned above are fundamental
paradigm of MDA. The first three levels are graphical
models, the last level is made of program code.

3.

Current Results in the Research Field

Organizations seek for information technology to support
specific processes. Creation of support for these specific
processes often cannot be obtained by configuring existing software package. In such situations, the system and
its components necessary to create tailored directly towards the requirements of users. Specific processes needs
a logical and efficient interconnection of data, information
and knowledge through the implementation of knowledge
management.
Creating models for the development of IS in general ensures:
• systemic approach
• complexity
• transparency
• methods of visual expression of IS requirements
• methods of detecting life-cycle of the IS development
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then for the implementation of knowledge management
is the CIM the model of the highest abstraction in the
development of knowledge systems.
Modeling CIM level within MDA followed by transformation into PIM level provides answers to problematic issues
relevant to information systems that are as follows:
1. How to capture the functionality of creating information system?
2. How to transfer functional criteria directly to system
design?
3. How to ensure adaptive change functionality criteria?
Existing solutions for modeling CIM level in BPMN language and subsequent transformation into a level PIM,
above, in many cases, are not suitable for the implementation of knowledge management because they cannot
adequately capture the semantics of the activities performed. Sometimes the various misinterpretations arise
from BPMN diagrams, if the of the meaning of swimming
circuits with a pool (if the file is regarded as a number of
pools lanes on the other hand) is inverted are as referred
to [1]. But this has more to do with the actual modeled as-capture semantics, which is a result of incorrect
modeling or judgment consequently misinterpreted.
BPMN modeling language (Business Process Modeling
Notation) in the model driven architecture is not primarily designed for modeling knowledge, and semantic
accuracy of created models cannot be verified. Another
problem is to preserve the semantics in the transformation
between levels. Knowledge modeling support in the development of knowledge IS could provide ontologies. Therefore, in further solutions we focus on using of ontologies
for the development of knowledge-based information systems.
By comparing ODS (Ontology Driven Systems) characteristics and OES (Enhanced Ontology Systems) found
that ontology is more beneficial in ontologically driven
systems. In their development ontology is used from an
early stage and by ontology is designed more complex
issue than the OES solution, in which is ontology only
a complement to conventional IS development process or
complement existing IS. Even though the creation of ODS
architecture requires much more work than OES ontological proposal, properly designed architectural framework
for the ODS development can eliminate errors caused by
different types of modeling languages in a variety of architectural views and transformations between them.
The CIM level in the model driven architecture expresses
implementation model of IS environment. In the modern
information society, regardless of the type implementation environment, CIM level reflects models of information and data, their efficient processing, switching and
transforming to knowledge. All the activities of all companies and institutions are based on the collection of large
amounts of information that are stored as data as well as
the necessary knowledge for the operation, management
and innovation. This fact thus pushes the ontology to
the forefront in the field of IS development, especially
knowledge-intensive IS.
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This makes use of ontology as a new approach in the IS
development our research challenge.

4.

Ontology in Model Driven Architecture

Information systems for the promotion of knowledge management are intended to promote knowledge techniques
for decision support, learning and action.
The aim of knowledge-based systems is broad and solve
various problems of their implementation - the overall process of development, alignment of the requirements and
needs of users, applications, knowledge of different methods, integration with conventional technologies, software
development tools, decision-making mechanisms, user interaction, acquisition and representation of knowledge,
language and programming environment, technology implementation expertise, system architecture etc.
Ontology is the basis of ontology and knowledge (if built
on ontologies) engineering.
Layer CIM - Computer Independent Model MDA reflects
the description of the business architecture layer and PIM
- Platform Independent Model description of the software
architecture. In contrast, the ontology data captures information and knowledge. Certainly there are a number
of views with which could be layers CIM / PIM linked
to ontology. The CIM and PIM layers could be represented by ontologies which could simplify the process of
transformation or the transformation could be removed
completely.
Ontologies are often part of knowledge-based systems, but
the creation of knowledge-based systems from the architectural point of view is not a trivial matter.

5.

Conclusion

Requirement to work with the information, data and
knowledge at the same time creates new challenges, the
resolution of which may move the development of information systems to the next level.
The use of ontology in the development of the IS is closely
linked to the ontology and knowledge engineering. Ontological engineering in some aspects is not very different from the process of developing information systems,
characteristic analysis, creation of system models and the
creation of logical and physical design of the system. Proposal of interlacing a model driven architecture and ontology is the first benefit.
With constant increase of data, information and knowledge, the demand for knowledge-based systems and knowledge management increases. Nevertheless, so far there
was not given more attention to a procedure for the formation of knowledge-based systems.
Information systems for the promotion of knowledge management are intended to promote knowledge techniques
for decision support, learning and action. The issue of
knowledge-based systems is broad and solve various problems of their implementation - the overall process of development, alignment of the requirements and needs of
users, applications, knowledge of different methods, integration with conventional technologies, software development tools, decision-making mechanisms, user interaction, acquisition and representation of knowledge, lan-
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guage and programming environment, technology implementation expertise.
From the level perspective of model-driven architecture
knowledge management as a method belongs to CIM level,
which in the architectural context of the development IS
represents Business architecture. CIM level modeling in
BPMN language and adhere to the strict rules of transformations between models CIM and PIM for modeling
principles of knowledge management cannot always express the semantics of data.
If we consider modeling according to the principles of
knowledge management it is the modeling information,
data and knowledge. Information and knowledge belongs
in the architectural context to business architecture, data
are belongs to software architecture that in the MDA represents PIM level.
Using ontology for representation of MDA level could
bring new approach to the development of information
systems.
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Abstract

1.

This paper deals with the problem of designing the public
service systems with an exact optimization core. Designing the public service system represents NP-hard problem
consisting of solution to the p-median location problem.
Erlenkotter designed one of the most effective algorithm
for solving the uncapacitated facility location problem.
Erlenkotter approach is based on the branch and bound
method, theory of duality and using dual solution to obtaining the lower and upper bound of solution. we present
two approaches to solving the p-median location problem
with using Erlenkotter approach. Semi-exact iterative approach is based on the transformation of the p-median
location problem to the uncapacitated facility location
problem by Lagrangean relaxation of the p-median condition. Generalized exact approach is based on the generalization of Erlenkotter approach to the solving the pmedian location problem. The proposed approaches are
compared in terms of demands on the computational time
and accuracy of the obtained solution.

In real situations, we find various service systems, which
have become part of our lives. Service system can be divided into private and public service systems.The servise
system design consists of a set of customers and a set of
candidates to the facility location. Private service systems
is based on the maximal profit of system owner. Main
goal of private servise system is minimizing costs to requirements of the customers with some profit. The public
service system structure is formed by the deployment of
limited number of service centers and the associated objective is to minimize social costs, which are often proportional to distances from serviced customers to the nearest source of provided service.The service is available for
all customers. Designing a public service system, including medical emergency system, fire-brigade deployment,
public administration system and many others, can often
bring along some overall combinatorial problems concerning the system structure. The public system design can
evaluate the quality solutions using different criteria. The
system criterium gives minimizing the sum of the costs associated with the establishment of centers and customer
servicing. Minimax criterion gives position of the worst
locations of customer to the nearest center. Criterion
of solidarity takes into account fairness of customer service.The public service system design is NP hard problem
[6],[7] and often related to the uncapacitated facility location problem or p-median problem. This problem is formulated as a task of determination of at most p network
nodes as facility locations. The number of possible service center locations seriously impacts the computational
time. To obtain good decision on facility location in any
serviced area, a mathematical model of the problem can
be formulated and some of mathematical programming
methods can be applied to find the optimal solution. Real
instances of the problem are characterized by big numbers of possible service center locations, which can take
the value of several hundreds or thousands. Many authors have deals with this problem. Balinski [2] provided
an early integer programming formulation of the plant
location problem which has historically been adapted to
the p-median problem. Reese [10] summarized the exact
solution methods for the p-median problem. Avella, Sassano and Vasilev [1] designed a branch-and-price-and-cut
algorithm to solve large-scale instances of the p-median
problem. Garcia, Labbe, Marin [5] designed an effective Z-Erlange and BRanch Algoritmus for solving the
p-median problem based on the covering approach. Erlenkotter [4] used knowledges from theory of duality and
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proposed one of the most effective algorithms DualLoc for
solving the uncapacitated facility location problem. Erlenkotter designed approach is based on the branch and
bound method with specific approach to the calculation
the lower and upper bound. Inspired by this approach Korkel [9] improved the Erlenkotter approach and designed
the algorithm P DLoc. Janacek and Buzna [8] designed
algorithm BBDual for solving the uncapacitated facility location problem based on the knowledges from the
Erlenkotter and Korkel approach. The paper deals with
methods of designing the public service systems using informatics resources . The public service system design is
based on the solving p-median location problem. We used
knowledges from the Erlenkotter approach and designed
two approaches to solving the p-median location problem
with using Erlenkotter approach. Semi-exact iterative approach is based on the transformation of the p-median
location problem to the uncapacitated facility location
problem by Lagrangean relaxation of the p-median condition. Generalized exact approach is based on the generalization of Erlenkotter approach to the solving the pmedian location problem. The proposed approaches with
various modification are compared in terms of demands
on the computational time and accuracy of the obtained
solution.

consists of the fixed charges fi and the costs cij . The
constraints (2) ensure that each customer is assigned to
the exactly one possible service center location. Binding
constraints (3) enable to assign a customer to a possible location i, only if the service center is located at this
location. The constraint (4) bounds the maximal number of the located service centers. The obligatory conditions in the mathematical model are (5) and (6). The
defined mathematical model of p-median location problem gives the combination of the uncapacitated facility
location problem and the p-median problem.

3.

Iterative Approach with Lagrangean Relaxation

The designed iterative approach with Lagrangean relaxation provides us the possibility of solving the p-median
problem. This approach is based on the transformation
of the p-median location problem to the uncapacitated
facility location problem.

3.1

Mathematical Model of Relaxation Problem

The mathematical model (1)-(6) using the Lagrangean
relaxation of the constraint (4) which limits number of
located centers is modified as follows:

2. Problem of the Public Service System Design
The p-median location problem finds the optimal location of maximal p facilities and the sum of the distances
between the closest facilities and their costumers is minimized. The p-median location problem consists of placing
facilities such as hospitals, police stations in some sites of
a given finite set I. The placing facilities serve the customers such as villages and cities from a given finite set J.
The total costs of the optimal deployment of facilities in
the specific network are constituted the fixed charges fi
and the costs cij . The fixed charges fi give costs for the
facility location at the location i. The costs cij give costs
for the demand satisfaction of the j-th customer from the
location i.
The p-median location problem can be modeled using the
following notation. Let the decision of the service center
location at the place i ∈ I be modeled by a zero-one variable yi ∈ {0, 1} which takes the value of 1, if a center is
located at i, otherwise it takes the value of 0. In addition,
the variables zij ∈ {0, 1} for each i ∈ I and j ∈ J represent to assign a customer j to a possible location i by the
value of 1. The maximal number of the facility locations
represents the constant p. The mathematical model for
the p-median location problem is defined as follows:

M inimize

FP =

P

f i yi +

i∈I

Subject to:

X

zij = 1

i∈I

zij ≤ yi
X
yi ≤ p

P P

cij zij

(1)

i∈I j∈J

∀j ∈ J

(2)

∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (3)
(4)

i∈I

yi ∈ {0, 1}
zij ∈ {0, 1}

∀i ∈ I
(5)
∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (6)

The objective function (1) represents the minimization of
the total costs of the p-median location problem which

M inimize

FR =

X

fi yi +

i∈I

XX

cij zij +

i∈I j∈J

X
+Lg(
yi − p)

(7)

i∈I

St:

X

zij = 1

i∈I

zij ≤ yi
yi ∈ {0, 1}

zij ∈ {0, 1}

∀j ∈ J
∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J
∀i ∈ I
∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

We repeat the solution of the model (7)-(11) with a change
of the Lagrange multiplier Lg for obtaining the optimal
solution of the mathematical model (1)-(6) until the last
member of the objective function (7) is equal to zero. If
the last member of the objective function (7) is non-equal
to zero and the setting the Lagrangean multiplier gives
the most suitable value then we do not obtain optimal
solution, but only near-to-optimal solution. The value of
the optimal solution is located somewhere between the
value of non-relaxation problem solving (1) and value of
the LP-relaxation solving (7).

3.2

Iterative Algorithm with Improving Heuristic

The iterative approach with Lagrangean relaxation is realized by algorithm pM BBDual. The solution of the mathematical model (7)-(11) represents one iteration of the algorithm pM BBDual. The value of objective function (7)
of solving problem (7)-(11) provides the lower bound of
the problem (1)-(6) obtained by algorithm BBDual. The
algorithm BBDual represent the exact optimization core
of algorithm pM BBDual, where the optimal solution of
algorithm BBDual with some value of Lagrangean multiplier Lg corresponds with a solution in one iteration of
the algorithm pM BBDual.The quality and the feasibility of the solution of the suggested approach depends on
a suitable setting of the Lagrangean multiplier Lg. The
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suitable value of the Lagrangean multiplier is obtained
by a bisection algorithm. We repeat the solution of the
model (7)-(11) with a change of the Lagrange multiplier
Lg for obtaining the optimal solution of the mathematical model (1)-(6) until the last member of the objective
function (7) is equal to zero. If the last member of the
objective function (7) is non-equal to zero and the setting
the Lagrangean multiplier gives the most suitable value
then we do not obtain optimal solution, but only a nearto-optimal solution. The value of the optimal solution is
located somewhere between the value of non-relaxation
problem solving (1) and value of the LP-relaxation solving (7). Algorithm pM BBDual which realized designed
approach does not provide the optimal solution to the pmedian location problem all the time. If algorithm does
not obtain the optimal solution then we improve a nearto-optimal solution by some heuristic. We designed 3
heuristics to the improving the solution obtained by algorithm pM BBDual. The designed heuristics work on
the assumption that we have the best feasible or infeasible solution or both solutions. The best feasible solution
is the solution where number of locations is smaller and
the nearest to p locations. The solution obtained by the
algorithm pM BBDual is the best feasible solution. The
best infeasible solution is the solution where number of
locations is bigger and the nearest to p locations. We verified designed heuristics on the benchmark from slovak
road networh to the computational time and quality of
solution. Based on the executed experiments an insertion
heuristic with the best admissible strategy was the most
suitable to the improving the solution obtained by algorithm pM BBDual.
An insertion heuristic with the best admissible strategy
works on the assumption that we have the best feasible
solution. This obtained feasible solution is accompanied
by the not included locations, which bring the greatest
improvement. If number of locations the obtained feasible solution is r and r < p, then we find the not included
locations with the greatest improvement for the solution
with number of locations r + 1. If we find the locations
with the greatest improvement, then include the found
location to the solution. This process of finding and including locations repeats for obtaining the best solution
with number of locations r + 2, r + 3, .., p. The insertion
heuristic ends when the number of locations is equal p.
The number of accompanied locations is equal the difference (p - r).

3.3

Iterative Algorithm with Estimation of Lagrangean Multiplier

The quality and the feasibility of the solution obtained
by algorithm pM BBDual of the suggested approach depends on a suitable setting of the Lagrangean multiplier
Lg. The suitable value of the Lagrangean multiplier is
obtained by a bisection algorithm. Obtaining the most
suitable setting of Lagrangean multiplier can be timeconsuming, when we execute a lot of iterations. We improved algorithm pM BBDual to the setting of Lagrangean multiplier. We designed alternative method to
the bisection method based on the estimation of fixed
charges of service system. We analysed the dependence
the number of facility location to the setting the fixed
charges. We tried to estimate fixed charges f for the best
feasible solution with number of facility location p and
decrease a number of the executed iteration of algorithm
pM BBDual. A Value of fixed charges is equal the most
suitable setting of Lagrangean multiplier .Let m gives the
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cardinality of set I, pF gives the number of facilty location
with fixed charges F , then we can formulate a estimation
of the Lagrange multipliers as follows:
α

(m − p)pF
(12)
f =F
(m − pF )p
We tried to obtain value of exponent α, which can provided the best estimation of Lagrangean multiplier. Based
on the executed experiments the best setting of exponent
α represents valuu 1.1. desigbed approach repairs bad estimation with r-section with coefficient of interval division
r is equal to 8.

3.4

Comparison of the Iterative Algorithms

Designed itterative approaches to the solving the public service system design was compared on the benchmarks from Slovak road network in the computational
time and the quality of the obtained solutions. We tested
the p-median problem and the weighted p-median problem. We evaluated the executed experiments based on
created statistics (see Table 1). Statistics pt gives average
computational time in tested benchmark to solved problem in seconds, statistic ppI gives the average number of
iterations and statistic pU gives number of interuption after one hour of running the algorithm. Column Bench in
the Table 1 gives tested benchmark.
Basic algorithm represents algorithm based on setting the
Lagrangean relaxation with bisection algorithm. Obtained
solution is improved with an insertion heuristic with the
best admissible strategy.
Improved algorithm represents algorithm based on setting
the Lagrangean relaxation with estimation of Lagrangean
multiplier. Obtained solution is improved with an insertion heuristic with the best admissible strategy.
Evaluation of experiments based on defined statistics (see
Table 1) shows that that the obtaining of Lagrange multipliers with estimation is better in average computational
time and a smaller number of executed iterations compared with bisection algorithms. A large number of iterations affects the large computational time, where time
restriction algorithm may cause premature stopping.
Table 1: Comparison of Basic and Improved Semiexact Iterative Algorithm pMBBDDual
Basic
Improved
Bench
pt[s]
ppI ppU
pt[s]
ppI ppU
BA p
0,07 13,1
0
0,05
7,4
0
BB p
38,99 13,7
0
11,49
5,9
0
KE p
188,63 13,6
0
42,97
7,5
0
PO p
696,23 13,6
1 383,15
7,5
0
NR p
42,12 13,5
0
6,6
7,4
0
TN p
0,58 13,6
0
0,22
7,2
0
TT p
5,63 13,6
0
2,03
7,4
0
ZA p
1,83 13,7
0
0,49
6,2
0
SR p
3600,0
2,0
58 3600,0
2,0
58
BA wp
0,02
10
0
0,02
8,3
0
BB wp
0,96 12,6
0
0,23
6
0
KE wp
0,48 12,2
0
0,21
8,1
0
PO wp
4,43 13,4
0
1,17
7,8
0
NR wp
0,31 12,8
0
0,16
8,4
0
TN wp
0,13 12,6
0
0,08
7,8
0
TT wp
0,11 12,3
0
0,09
8,9
0
ZA wp
0,13 12,1
0
0,07
6,8
0
SR wp 635,47 13,5
0 189,98
6,3
0
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4. Generalized Erlenkotter Approach
Generalized Erlenkotter approach represents to solving
the problem of public service system design (1)-(6) than
p-median location problem and designed the exact algorithm pM edBBDual.
Erlenkotter approach represents solving the uncapacitated
facility location problem using by the theory of duality
and the branch and bound method which designed Erlenkotter [4] in 1976. The basic idea of Erlenkotter approach consists in relation between linear relaxation of
the original problem and the associated dual problem. Inspired by Erlenkotter approach we used also the theory
of duality and generalized the Erlenkotter approach to
the solving p-median location problem. After some reformulation and introduction of slack variables ui , the dual
problem of p-median location problem can be formulated
as follows (12-16):
M aximize

FD =

X

vj + px

(13)

j∈J

(yi − zij )max(0, vj − cij ) = 0
ui yi = 0
max(0, cij − vj )zij = 0
X
(p −
yi )x = 0

St:

j∈J

(24)

According to the complementary slackness theorem a primal feasible solution and a dual feasible solution are both
optimal only if the respect all complementary conditions.
FD represents a value of objective function of dual problem (12-16). FP represents a value of objective function
of the p-median location problem (1-6). Differences between the values of objective functions of the primal and
dual solution gives sum of left sides all complementary
conditions (21-24):
XX
FP − FD =
(yi − zij )max(0, vj − cij ) +
X
i∈I

max(0, vj − cij ) + x + ui = fi

∀i ∈ I
(22)
∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (23)

i∈I

+
X

∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (21)

∀i ∈ I (14)

i∈I j∈J

u i yi +

XX
i∈I j∈J

max(0, cij − vj )zij +
X
+(
yi − p)x

(25)

i∈I

vj ≥ 0
ui ≥ 0
x≤0

∀j ∈ J (15)
∀i ∈ I (16)

(17)

In dual model variable vj corresponds with condition (2)
and dual variable x corresponds with condition (4). Slack
Variables ui provide equality of conditions (14).
Based on knowledges from Erlenkotter approach we designed the exact algorithm pM edBBdual to the solving
p-median location problem. Algorithm pM edBBDual
realizes the branch and bound method. The important
parameters in the branch and bound method are computation of lower bound, computation of upper bound of
branch, choice of a candidate to the branching and searching strategy.
We designed Correction Dual Ascent algorithm (CDA)
for obtaining the lower bound of solution. CDA algorithm solves the dual problem. Obtaining solution of dual
model(13-17) provide a lower bound for optimal solution
of the problem (1)-(6). The Correction Dual Ascent procedure (CDA) starts from an arbitrary feasible solution
(18)-(20) of the dual problem and subsequently increases
the values of the vj variables and decreases the value of
the x variable as long as complementary conditions hold.
vj = min(cij:i∈I )
ui = f i
x=0

∀j ∈ J
∀i ∈ I

(18)
(19)
(20)

Algorithm CDA used the DA algorithm which designed
Janacek and Buzna [8].We tried to improve value of the
lower bound with Dual Adjustment algorithm (DA). A
lower bound for optimal solution of the problem (1-6) constitutes objective function value of arbitrary feasible solution of (13-17). Generalized Erlenkotter approach solves
the dual problem (13-17) and uses the obtained dual solution to the obtaining the induced feasible solution applying the complementary conditions (21-24).

Computation of upper bound in designed algorithm ensures the function for obtaining the minimal set of locations. Minimal set of locations gives primal solution and
is based in effort to respect of complementary conditions
in the greatest extent. This function ensures always respect of condition (24) and tries to obtain the minimal
set of locations with the minimal gap (25). Function for
obtaining the minimal set location with Erlenkotter order
of customers selects the location where ui is equal to zero,
vj ≥ cij and minimalize the conditions (24). It is not possible to ensure always the satisfaction of conditions (21)(24) when we construct of a minimal set. The created gap
with function for obtaining the minimal set of locations is
possible to decrease with the good choice of the candidate
to the branching. Choice of a candidate ensures function
for obtaining the candidate (fractional variable) to the
branching which choose a fractional variable to the 0-1
fixation from the minimal set of locations in the branch
and bound method. The function for obtaining the candidate is based on the evaluation of the complementary
conditions (21)-(24) and finding the first location from
the set of locations which does not satisfy the conditions
(21)-(24). Respect of condition (24) ensures function for
minimal set of locations. Algorithm pM edBBDual evaluates respect of the complementary conditions in order
(21-22-23). Searching strategy represents choice of node
to the branching which can be processed like first. Algorithm pM edBBDual realizes the depth first search but
with choice of branch according to smaller lower bound
than searching strategy. Exception in the searching strategy is priority processing of the node from pair of nodes
which will be exclude from the branching. We tested algorithm pMedBBDual on the Slovak road network in computational time. It shows that which is shown that the
obtaining of the optimal solution is time consuming.

4.1

Improving the Exact Optimization Core

Improving the exact optimization core represents research
benefits or limits of the designed method for obtaining a
candidate to the branching, the lower and upper bound
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in the designed algorithm pM edBBDual.
We tried to analyze what is the reason of the long time
with pM edBBDual algorithm which realizes a generalized approach in an effort to improve the proposed algorithm. We used the value of optimal solution obtained by
universal IP solver XP RESS − IV E than upper bound
of algorithm solution. This setting of upper bound shows
us the quality of lower bound of algorithm.Experiments
showed that algorithm CDA does not provide good lower
bound. So we modified CDA algorithm and designed Increment Correction Dual Ascent algorithm ICDA. ICDA
algorithm is not fixed to some customer than CDA algorithm. Decreasing the dual variable x in ICDA is step
by step about one. ICDA algorithm provide better lower
bound to the quality than CDA algorithm.
We identified that processing of nodes with initial values
of dual variables in the branch and bound method is better. We have dealt order of condition complementary evaluation and studied used function for obtaining candidate
to the fixation. we designed new variants of function with
difference order of condition evaluation. Experiments, realized statistics and statistic test ((t-Test: Two-Sample
Assuming Unequal Variances) showed that evaluation of
condition (22) like first can bring benefits. We choose
order (22)-(21)-(23) than the best order of condition evaluation. We modified the function for selecting the minimal set of locations. This selection is fixed to the order
of processing the individual customers. We designed few
variants of function for selection of minimal set with the
different order of processing the customers. Experiments
showed feasibility of used function with Erlenkotter order
of customers.

Table 2: Comparison of Exact Algorithms of Generalized Erlenkotter Approach
BASIC
IMPROVED
Bench OR
pt[s]
pU OR
pt[s]
pU
BA p
80
1153,33
5
100
0,15
0
BB p
80
2097,54
6
84
898,30
5
KE p
87
1565,26
5
87
1804,65 11
PO p
73 3301,86
28
85 1241,65
10
NR p
74 1270,80
6
96
577,17
3
TN p
78 1040,56
5 100
4,84
0
TT p
94
597,15
2 100
361,59
1
ZA p
50 2083,02
11 100
125,43
0
SR p
- 3600,00
58
- 3487,59
56
BA wp
94
868,05
4 100
0,39
0
BB wp
60 2505,25
12 100
207,92
0
KE wp
39 2989,27
17 100
147,70
0
PO wp
27 3380,25
29
97
762,86
3
NR wp
43 2279,40
14 100
134,37
0
TN wp
56 2226,30
11 100
9,15
0
TT wp
75
939,89
4 100
6,98
0
ZA wp
50 2221,46
12 100
13,43
0
SR wp
2 3600,00
58
0 3600,00
58

4.2

5.

Comparison of Algorithms with the Generalized
Erlenkotter Approach

Designed exact generalized provide optimal solution, but
somethimes in long computational time. So we limited
the computatuonal time to the one hour. Designed exact
approaches to the solving the public service system design was compared on the benchmarks from Slovak road
network in the computational time and the quality of the
obtained solutions. We tested the p-median problem and
the weighted p-median problem. We evaluated the executed experiments based on created statistics (see Table
2).
Statistic OR gives number of the obtained optimal solution to the number of the executed experiments in tested
benchmark to the solved problem in percentage. Statistics
pt gives average computational time in tested benchark to
solved problem in seconds and statistic pU gives number
of interuption after one hour of running the algorithm. In
the Table 2 column Bench gives the tested benchmark.
Symbol - gives that we do not know the optimal solution
so we cannot evaluate statistics.
Basic algorithm represents algorithm consists of CDA
method for obtaining the lower bound, function for obtaining the candidate to the fixation with evaluation of
condition in order (21)-(22)-(23), function for minimal set
of location with Erlenkotter order of processed costumers.
Improved algorithm represents algorithm consists of
ICDA method, function for obtaining the candidate to
the fixation with evaluation of condition in order (22)(21)-(23), function for minimal set of location with Erlenkotter order of processed costumers.
The evaluation experiments on the defined statistics (see
Table 2) showed that the improved algorithm was bet-

ter in all measured statistics. The exception was the one
tested by region where the basic algorithm was better in
the average time to the solving p-median problem, as reflected less premature stopping algorithm, but improved
algorithm was bettr in obtaining optimal solutions. In
other cases, the improved algorithm was better in all defined statistics even if it the algorithm was interrupt.

Comparison of Semi-exact Iterative Algorithm and Generalized Exact Algorithm

Designed improved approaches to the solving the public service system design was compared on the Beasley
benchmarks [3] and benchmarks from Slovak road network in the computational time and the quality of the
obtained solutions. We tested the uncapacitated facility
location problem, the p-median problem and the weighted
p-median problem. We evaluated the executed experiments based on created statistics (see Table 3). Statistic
OS gives number of the obtained optimal solution to the
number of the executed experiments in tested benchmark
to the solved problem in percentage. Statistic Gap gives
the average value of relative gap between the values of the
obtained solution and the optimal solution in percentage.
Statistics pt gives average computational time in tested
benchmark to solved problem in seconds. Column Bench
in the Table 3 gives the tested benchmark. Symbol - gives
that we do not know optimal solution so we cannot evaluate statistics.
Improved algorithm pMBBDual represents algorithm
based on setting the Lagrangean relaxation with estimation of Lagrangean multiplier. Obtained solution is improved with an insertion heuristic with the best admissible
strategy.
Improved algorithm pMedBBDual represents algorithm
consists of ICDA method to the obtaing the lower bound,
function for obtaining the candidate to the fixation with
evaluation of condition in order (22)-(21)-(23), function
for minimal set of location with Erlenkotter order of processed costumers.
Statistics in the Table 3 showed that algorithm
pM BBDual with improving heuristic provides much better computational times in the comparison with algorithm
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Table 3: Comparison of Semi-exact Iterative Algorithm and Generalized Exact Algorithm
pMBBDual
pMedBBDual
Bench OS Gap
pt[s]
OS Gap
pt[s]
BA p
93
0,03
0,05 100
0,00
0,15
BB p
72
0,04
11,49
84
0,01
898,30
KE p
78
0,09
42,97
87
0,05 1804,65
PO p
76
0,07 383,15
85
0,03 1241,65
NR p
83
0,04
6,60
96
0,00
577,17
TN p
83
0,04
0,22 100
0,00
4,84
TT p
81
0,07
2,03 100
0,00
361,59
ZA p
75
0,10
0,49 100
0,00
125,43
SR p
- 3600,0
3487,6
BA wp 100
0,00
0,02 100
0,00
0,39
BB wp 100
0,00
0,23 100
0,00
207,92
KE wp 100
0,00
0,21 100
0,00
147,70
PO wp
97
0,00
1,17
97
0,00
762,86
NR wp 100
0,00
0,16 100
0,00
134,37
TN wp 100
0,00
0,08 100
0,00
9,15
TT wp 100
0,00
0,09 100
0,00
6,98
ZA wp
95
0,00
0,07 100
0,00
13,43
SR wp
93
0,00 189,98
0 17,90 3600,00
Beasley 100 0,00
0,74
86
0,00
1450,46
SR1000 100 0,00
10,45
0
86
0,00

Table 4: Comparison of Improving Algorithm
with Compositional Approach Inquality of Soluton and Computatinal Time
VIA
VZA
CA
Bench GR
pt[s]
GR
pt[s]
GR pt[s]
BA p
73
0,05 100
0,15 100
0,16
BB p
68
11,49
80
898,3
84 567,18
KE p
70
42,97
52 1804,65
83 803,13
PO p
70 383,15
70 1241,65
94 659,77
NR p
74
6,60
87
577,17 100
10,65
TN p
72
0,22 100
4,84 100
1,1
TT p
69
2,03
94
361,59 100
23,54
ZA p
60
0,49 100
125,43 100
4,1
SR p
3600
3
3488
BA wp
100
0,02 100
0,39 100
0,02
BB wp
100
0,23 100
207,92 100
0,23
KE wp
100
0,21 100
147,7 100
0,21
PO wp
97
1,17
97
762,86 100
3,73
NR wp
100
0,16 100
134,37 100
0,16
TN wp
100
0,08 100
9,15 100
0,08
TT wp
100
0,09 100
6,98 100
0,09
ZA wp
95
0,07 100
13,43 100
0,23
SR wp
93 189,98
0
3600,0
93 423,61
Beasley 100
0,74 100
4,51 100
0,74
SR1000 100
10,45
71
1450,5 100
10,45

pMedBBDual. Algorithm pMedBBDual provides better
statistics OS and Gap in the comparison with algorithm
pMBBDual with the improving heuristic in most of the
tested cases. It means that algorithm pMedBBDual provides optimal solution in most of tested cases, but with
longer time.
The computational times for solving
p-median problem on the large-scale benchmarks can be
extreme longer with the both algorithms. Algorithm
pMBBDual was better in all statsistics for the uncapacitated facility location problem (U F LP ) and we obtained
optimal solutions to the weighted p-median problem on
the whole slovak road network in most of tested cases.
If algorithm pMedBBDual ends after the one hour of
runnnig time then we obtain only the the near-to-optimal
solution. Based on the all statistics we prefer the iterative
approach with the improving heuristic.

ble 4 column Bench gives the tested benchmark. Columns
VIA represent iterative approach improved by with improving heuristic and columns VZA represent generalized
Erlenkotterov approach.Columns CA represent compositional approach.

6. Compositional Approach
Compositional approach is based on the compromise between quality of obtained solution and computational time
and consists of the two phase. First phase represents
obtaining near-to-solution with semi-exact iterative approach with improving heuristic. Second phase represents
improvement of the obtained solution with the generalized exact approach using the lower and upper bound
of solution from first phase. Designed compositional approach to the solving the public service system design was
compared with improved algorithms pM edBBDual and
pM BBDual on the Beasley benchmarks [3] and benchmarks from Slovak road network in the computational
time and the quality of the obtained solutions. We tested
the uncapacitated facility location problem, the p-median
problem and the weighted p-median problem. We evaluate the executed experiments based on created statistics
(see Table 4). Statistic GR gives number of the obtained
optimal solution (only if lower bound is equal to upper
bound of solution) to the number of the executed experiments in tested benchark to the solved problem in percentage. Statistics pt gives average computational time in
tested benchark to solved problem in seconds. In the Ta-

The results of numerical experiments (see Table 4) showed
using a compositional approach to solving the public service system design.We obtained the optimal solution on
average in less computational time than generalized algorithm pMedBBDual. Compositional approach was able
to obtain an optimal solution in a larger number of tested
cases than with the designed algorithms pM BBDual with
improving heuristic or algorithms pM edBBDual in reducated computational time to one hour.The optimal solution was obtained an exact semi-iterative algorithm in
86% of all experiments, generalized algorithm in 77% of
all experiments and compositional algorithms in 97% of
all experiments in reducated computational time to one
hour and obtaining always some feasible solutions (ie.
Without p- median on the Slovakia). A limit of commpositional approach and algorithm pMBBDual represents
the p-median problem on the whole slovak road network,
when we cannot obtain some good feasible solution with
the algorithm pMBBDual even after one hour calculation.
Compositional algorithm can provide optimal solution in
most cases in a relatively short computational time to the
solved problem, which I consider to be the benefits of this
work.

7.

Summary

A public service system structure is formed by deployment of a limited number of the service centers and the
associated objective is to minimize total costs. Designing
a public service system, including medical emergency system, fire-brigade deployment, public administration system and many others, can often bring along some overall
combinatorial problems concerning the system structure.
The public service system design is NP hard problem and
often related to the uncapacitated facility location prob-
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lem or p-median problem. This problem is formulated as
a task of determination of at most p network nodes as facility locations. The number of possible service center locations seriously impacts the computational time. To obtain good decision on facility location in any serviced area,
a mathematical model of the problem can be formulated
and some of mathematical programming methods can be
applied to find the optimal solution. Real instances of the
problem are characterized by big numbers of possible service center locations, which can take the value of several
hundreds or thousands. The optimal solution of solved
problem can be obtained by the universal IP solvers only
for smaller instances of the problem. The universal IP
solvers are very time consuming and often fail when solving a large instance. Many authors have deals with this
problem. Erlenkotter designed one of the most effective
algorithm for solving the uncapacitated facility location
problem. Erlenkotter approach is based on the branch
and bound method, theory of duality and using dual solution to obtaining the lower and upper bound of solution. The public service system design represents solving
the p-median location problem which is combination of
the p-median problem and the uncapacitated facility location problem. We designed two approaches for solving
the public service system design. First approach is based
on the Erlenkotter approach and the Lagrangean relaxation of the constraint which limits number of the located
center. Lagrangean relaxation provides transformation of
p-median location problem to the uncapacitated facility
location problem. The quality of the resulting solutions
depends on the convenient setting of the Lagrangean multiplier which is obtained by a bisection algorithm. We designed the better alternative to the most convenient setting of the Lagrangean multiplier based on the forecast
of Lagrangean multiplier. Iterative semi-exact approach
provide near-to-optimal solution and lower bound of solution, so we improved near-to-optimal solution with an insertion heuristic with the best admissible strategy. Second
approach is based on the generalization of the Erlenkotter approach and branch and bound method. We generalized the Erlenkotter dual approach to the lower and
upper bounding to be able to solve the associated location
problem with the restricted number of the located service
centers. We improved designed approach using the most
appropriate combination of methods for obtaining candidates to the branching, the lower and upper bound. We
compared designed approaches to the solving the public
services system design in quality of the obtained solution
and the computational times on the Beasley benchmarks
and benchmarks from the Slovak road network. Iterative
semi-exact approach provides only near-to-optimal solution, but in short computational time. Generalized exact
approach provides optimal solution, but sometimes with
extreme long time. We designed the compositional approach based on the two phase. First phase represents
obtaining near-to-solution with semi-exact iterative approach with improving heuristic. Second phase represents
improvement of the obtained solution with the generalized
exact approach using the lower and upper bound of solution from first phase. Designed compositional approach
gives the possibility of using the Erlenkotter approach to
the solving the public service system design, which we
consider for main benefit my thesis.
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Abstract

This paper is focused on results in Q-learning value function
approximation using basis function neural network. For large
state space is function approximation necessary, but common
feed forward neural network can’t be learned. We present neural
network of basis functions, which can be learned using backpropagation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.4 [Machine learning]: Artificial inteligence; H.4 [Machine
learning]: Reinforcement learning; H.4 [Machine learning]:
Neural networks
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1. Introduction

Λ(π) =

L(π)

∑ γ n Pπ(n) (s(n), s(n − 1))

(1)

n=0

where γ ∈ h0, 1i is discount factor Pπ(n) (s(n), s(n − 1) is reward
function when transfer from state s(n − 1) into s(n) obatained
using strategy π(n) L(π) is sequence π length.
For huge state spaces it is hard to compute P(s, s0 ). One of posible way how to find maximum Λ(π) is Q-learning algorithm.

2.

Q-learning Algorithm

Q-learning algorithm autor is Christopher J.C.H. Watkins, published in 1992 [5] and few other can be found in [6] or [7]. Convergence into optimal strategy (acccording to equation 1) was
proven in in [8], [9], [10] and [11].

In learning systems based on supervised learning - set of inputs
and required outputs can be error estimated and minimalized using relevant methods. There are many problems, where this can’t
be done - required value is unknown for most of cases. One of
possible solutions is reinforcement learning [1], [2]. In reinforcement learning system is output from control unit (agent)
sequence of actions. For each action is obtained reward from
environment defined with Markovov decision process [3], [4],
which is equal to zero in most cases. In few cases are rewards
non zero, and can be used in learning process.

Let S is set of states a A is set of actions where S ∈ Rns , A ∈
Rna , ns and na are dimensions of state space and dimensions of
actions space.

In general, we can define agent position in system as state vector
s(n) ∈ S, in step n, and action vector as a(n). Goal is to find
sequence π of actions to maximize final reward defined as

Qn (s(n), a(n)) =R(s(n), a(n))+
γ max Qn−1 (s(n − 1), a(n − 1))
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For environment is given reward funcion as R(s(n), a(n)), which
is reward for agent action a(n) done in state s(n). Usually equal
to zero. For convergence is just one non zero value required.
Value function is defined as

a(n−1)∈A

(2)

• R(s(n), a(n)) is reward funcion
• Qn−1 (s(n − 1), a(n − 1)) is value function in state s(n − 1)
for action a(n − 1)
• γ is discount factor, γ ∈ (0, 1).
Function 2 computes action values in all states : agent is located
in state s(n) using a(n) with imediate reward R(s(n), a(n)), from
state s(n − 1) and fraction of best possible Q value in state s(n −
1). This ilustrates fig. 1.
The term maxa(n−1)∈A Qn−1 (s(n − 1), a(n − 1) is responsible for
convergence into optional strategy independly on action selection Another point of view is SARSA algorithm [12]
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Figure 1: Q value function for γ = 0.9.

Qn (s(n), a(n)) =(1 − α)Qn−1 (s(n), a(n))+
α(R(s(n), a(n))+
γQn−1 (s(n − 1), a(n − 1)))

(3)

where α ∈ (0, 1), and Qn (s(n), a(n)) set on mean value and depends on action’s selection strategy.

3.

Figure 2: Basis function for one dimension.

Solution Design

For small state spaces can be Qn (s(n), a(n)) stored as table. In
huge spaces, or continuous spaces it is impossible, from two
main reasons

1. huge memory requirements
2. all state transactions have to be visited

Function can be approximated, using neural networks. Common
feed forward percepton network can’t be learned [17]. From
neural network is required to compute correct Qn−1 (s(n), a(n))
values, and learn value in Qn (s(n), a(n)). Learning neural network in Qn (s(n), a(n)) changes values in all other points s and a.
One of solution is to define basis function neural network [13],
[14], [15], [16]. For finite and discrete count of actions can be
for each action defined own Q function.
Few examples of tested basis functions

Figure 3: Q value function example.
Approximate Q-value function can be written as linear combination of l basis functions
Qx (s(n), a(n)) =

ns

− ∑ βa ji (n)(si (n)−αa ji (n))2

f j1 (s(n), a(n)) = e
f j2 (s(n), a(n)) =

i=1

1
ns

1 + ∑ βa ji (n)(si (n) − αa ji (n))2

(4)
where w(n)xj are weights.

(6)

These functions have independent parameters, and approximate
independent area of state space. Parameters can be learned separately.

i=1

− ∑ βa ji (n)|si (n)−αa ji (n)|
i=1

where
αa ji (n) ∈ h−1, 1i is maxima position
βa ji (n) ∈ (0, ∞) function shape.

3.1

Hybrid Basis Functions

In Q function can be spotted two basic shapes 3 - peaks, and
hills. For peaks are reponsible negative R(s(n), a(n)) values and
for hills positive R(s(n), a(n)) values.

First two are plotted on fig. 2.
For symetrical states transactions we can write more simple form
ns

−βa j ∑ (si (n)−αa ji )2
i=1
f j1 (s(n), a(n)) = e

f j2 (s(n), a(n)) =

(10)

j=1

(5)

ns

f j3 (s(n), a(n)) = e

l

∑ w(n)xj f jx (s(n), a(n))

1
ns

1 + βa j ∑ (si (n) − αa ji )2

(7)
(8)

i=1

ns

−βa j ∑ |si (n)−αa ji (n)|
i=1
f j3 ((n)s, a(n)) = e

(9)

We can combine two basic ideas an define new basis function,
combining Gaussian curve with some sharp function

rai i f s(n) = αi1
Pi (s(n), a(n)) =
(11)
0
inak
ns

−βa j ∑ (si (n)−αa2ji )2

H j (s(n), a(n)) = wa j e
Q(s(n), a(n)) =

i=1

I

J

i=1

j=1

∑ Pi (s(n), a(n)) + ∑ H j (s(n), a(n))

(12)
(13)
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where
α 1j are states where H j (s(n)) have non zero values
α 2j are states where f j (s(n), a(n)) have maximum
rai is negative reward value R(s(n), a(n))
wa j is weight
βa j is shape of Gaussian part, and β > 0
I a J are numbers of functions.
Names P a H represent peak and hills.

4. Experiment Results

For approximation hundreds of experiments were done and statistically computed error values. Goal is to navigate robot in 2
dimensional space into target. There were 8 actions of movement, which changes state as s(n) = s(n − 1) + a(n)dt. Where
set of actions
A=[

Figure 5: Agents path, optional solution.

[0, 1], [0, −1]

[1, 0], [−1, 0],
[1, −1], [1, 1],

[−1, −1], [−1, 1]
]
There was 64x64 discrete positions - optional solution can be
computed, and used for approximation quality comparsion. In
environment only is one positive reward and few zero rewards,
example of one of four testing environments on fig 4.

Agents trajectory for optional solution can be seen on fig 5.
Summary error results compraing with optional solution for 20
trials runs, in all four envinments are on figures 6, 7, 8, 9.
And trajectories for three best results 10, 11, 12.

For approximation these functions has been tested
1. sparse table
2. Gauss curve f j1 (s(n), a(n)), equation 9
3. Gauss curve f j1 (s(n), a(n)) combined with sparse table
4. Kohonen neural network modification siete f j2 (s(n), a(n))
5. Kohonen neural network modification siete f j2 (s(n), a(n))
combined with sparse table
6. Gauss curve combined with adaptive table (peak and hill),
equation 13

Figure 4: Reward function R(s(n), a(n)), map 2.

Figure 6: Summary results for map (environment) 0.

Figure 7: Summary results for map (environment) 1.
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Figure 8: Summary results for map (environment) 2.

Figure 10: Agents path using Gaussian curve.

Figure 9: Summary results for map (environment) 3.

Figure 11: Agents path using Gaussian curve combined with
sparse table.

Conclusions

From tested function, minimal error occures Gauss curve, Gauss
curve combined with sparse table, and Gauss curve combined
with adaptive table (peak and hill function). As we can seen,
only acceptalbe agents trajectory results are for Gauss curve
combined with adaptive table. All experiments results can be
visited on [19] (more than 10000 results files), with full access
to source codes for further research.
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1.

Motivation

In these days, the research of blood, its biological, physical
or mechanical features and function of its parts is in the
forefront. This kind of research may allow us to predict
diagnose early and treat various diseases.
The research of blood and its features can be divided
to various levels. In view of size examined particles, we
have macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic level. The
blood is homogeneous fluid on macrocsopic level, we do
not see individual particles. Mesoscopic level is cell level,
the blood is suspension of homogeneous blood plasma and
mixture of cells. On microscopic level we see molecules
and atoms, the parts of cells.
In other view, we have research in vivo, in vitro and in silico. The research with biological sample in live organism
is in vivo research. Then in vitro is research with biological sample in artificial devices. Then we have young kind
of research - in silico research with simulation models in
computers.
In silico approach assumes the existence of a simulation
model that simulates the behavior of blood or blood sample with sufficient precision. It is big challenge to create
such kind of model. It may allow us to run unlimited
number of simulation. Simulation model in this work is
mainly for optimization of devices for testing and analyzing biological sample, capture and separation of cell and
so on.

2.

Simulation Model

The model is able to simulate flow of elastic objects in
fluid in channel with solid walls and obstacles on mesoscopic level. Dimensions of the objects are on the order µm
and devices on the order tens and hundereds of µm.

2.1

Object-in-Fluid Modulus

Object in fluid modulus has been developed by research
group Cell-in-fluid [1] as a part of software package ESPResSo [2]. This package is primarily used to simulate
dynamics of many-particle systems on level of molecules
and atoms.
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and volume. We change a little angles between triangles.
But we significantly change the length of edges and local areas of triangles. We analyzed stretching modulus
and modulus of conservation of local area. Based on the
results of simulations, we chose the shape of these two
moduli in this way to minimized sensitivity on change of
point number on object surface.
Figure 1: Parts of simulation model: regular fix
lattice for fluid, irregular triangular mesh for objects and interaction objects-fluid.
In next part is brief description of selected part of package
ESPResSo: lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) for fluid,
modulus Object-in-fluid (OIF) for elastic objects and immersed boundary method (IBM) for interaction. Schemes
of these parts are on Fig. 1. Extensive description can be
found in [5, 6, 14].
Fluid
Fluid is modeled by LBM [16], continuous fluid is discretized to points in fix cubic lattice. It is used D3Q19
version of LBM - the three dimensional space, 19 discrete
direction ei , where i = 0, 1, ..., 18, see Fig. 1.
Elastic objects
Elastic objects are deformed under the influence of external forces and they have tendency come back to original relaxed shape. The objects are covered with irregular triangular mesh of material point (nodes) see Fig. 1.
The move of node is according to Newtons equations. The
force, applied to the mesh node, is resulting force from all
acting force - elastic force describe below and force from
interactions between objects, fluid and walls.
Elastic behavior is due to 5 elastic moduli. Each modulus has own force, it depends on value of elastic coefficient
and changes of object. We have stretching modulus (it depend on change of edge length between points), bending
modulus (angle between adjacent triangles ), modulus of
constraint local area (local area of each triangle), modulus
of constraint global area (global area or surface of object)
and modulus of constraint global volume (global volume
of object). Forces are acting in particular node of triangular mesh on object surface. All acting forces in one point
are vector counted.
Interaction
Interaction between objects and fluid is modeled by IMB.
It is two way interaction, objects act on fluid and fluid
acts on objects. Euler’s approach is used for fluid. We
track a state in each node of fluid lattice. Lagrange’s approach is used for objects. We track a state of moving particle (node). For describing of interaction is used so-called
drag-force approach [9]. The acting of forces is interpolated to neighboring fluid or object points, see Fig. 1.

2.2

Scalability

In this part we focused on the effect of change the number of node on object surface on elastic coefficient. If we
change the number of node, we change the density of mesh
on object surface, too. It affects on elastic moduli. If we
change the number of nodes, we do not change global area

2.3

F Metric
Our model is used so-called force approach, in which we
define acting forces in individual nodes. This approach is
used too in [10, 19]. Different approach is so-called energy
approach, in which we expect that object has zero energy
in equilibrium or some energy of steady state. The object
tends to minimize its energy, when some change occurs.
This approach is used in models [13, 15, 18]. But in every
model the formulas for energies are different. So we decided to use our force approach. We defined F metrics
for easy evaluation what proportion of deformation belongs to particular elastic modulus. Let us denote vertex
of triangle (node) as ν and acting stretching force in this
vertex ν from edge ei as Fs (ei ). Then the contribution
e s (ν) is calculafrom stretching modulus in this node F
ted as vector sum of the individual stretching forces. The
contribution from stretching modulus from whole object
e s (ν).
Fs is calculated as sum individual contributions F
The same method we use for other elastic modulus. The
total value F is calculated as sum of contributions from
individual modulus.
We performed several simulations, in which we deformed
sphere in different ways and we track the values of individual F metrics. The result allow us to used F metric
as energy-like quantity for quality evaluation energy state
of object. The graphics interpretation contributions of F
metric give us the information about local state on object
surface.

3.

Model of Red Blood Cell

One of the main fields of applications of our model is modeling of flow red blood cell (RBC) in microfluidic devices.
It is important, that shape of the model RBC and elastic
behavior was similar or comparable to biological RBC.

3.1

Biological RBC and Its Model

RBC are important, highly specialized blood cells. They
are found in the blood of all vertebrates and their main
purpose is to transport oxygen from the lungs to the tissues and carbon dioxide back from the tissues to the lungs.
On the Fig. 2 left is shown cut of RBC with average dimensions. Our model models only membrane RBC. Part
of membrane is lipid bilayer with mesh of several proteins,
which create some supporting structure of the membrane.
They are responsible for elastic behavior of cell. The main
protein of this mesh is spectrin. We can imagine it as a
network of springs on the membrane surface, which can
stretch, press and bend under the external forces. If they
are no acting force, mesh of springs comes back the membrane to original relaxed shape. The describe of mechanical and rheological properties of RBC is, for example, in
[3, 4].
Biconcave shape of RBC is described by analytical function in [11]. Mostly in our simulation, we are using model
of RBC, which was created by covering the surface (ba-
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Figure 2: On the left is cut of RBC membrane
with average dimensions of biological RBC. On
the right is model RBC with 141 and 786 nodes
on surface.
sed on analytical function) with triangles, see Fig. 2 right.
Individual objects we can generate on different position,
with different rotation and thus simulate random distribution of cells in fluid. Depending on the number of nodes
on surface vary the geometric parameters of models.

3.2

Analysis Behavior of Cell in Shear Flow

The motivation for this study was information in [12].
If the surface of RBC increases by 4%, the immediately
membrane destruction occurs. If the surface increases by
2% in longterm, teh membrane destruction occurs also.
We were interested in, what will happen on local level.
How will the local area of individual triangle change?
The proposal of simulation is on Fig. 3. We ran several
simulations with different starting rotation of cell and different flow velocity, it means with different shear stress τ .
Also we changed elastic coefficient for constraint global
area kag .
We have following results from the simulations. In general, cell is rapidly stretched at the beginning of simulation. The critical value of surface increase is achieved in
different time with different shear stress for different starting rotation of cell. Next the stretch (or strain) oc dell
decreases and cell starts to rotate in flow. The relative
areal strain is periodically changing. If the stiffness of cell
increases ( kag increases), we need greater shear stress
to achieve same areal strain. The dependence of critical
shear stress (with critical strain) on kag is nearly linear.
So the greater shear stress means greater areal strain, respectively deformation. With greater shear stress the areal
strain is greater and achieves sooner.
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Figure 4: For each starting rotation of cell is given
picture for its shape at the beginning of simulation
and at the moment of critical areal strain. Colors
correspond to value Υ for individual triangle, the
lowest is blue and the highest is red. Direction of
fluid flow is depicted with red arrows.
Subsequently, we analyzed local strain of individual triangles on the surface. However, that global strain of cell
achieved 4%, local parts of surface were stretched significantly more. We recorded several triangles with more
then 100% increase compared to the original area. We defined cumulative membrane damage Υ. In this damage,
we consider size and duration of strain. On Fig. 4 shape
of cell is shown at the beginning of simulation and at the
moment of critical areal strain. This moment occurs in
different time for different cell rotation. Direction of fluid
flow is depicted with red arrows. The coloring of membrane represents the value Υ for individual triangles from
the blue lowest to red highest. In this way, we know to
localize the most stretched (deformed) region.

3.3

Calibration of RBC Model

For calibration of RBC model we used so-called stretch
experiment with biological RBC, which is describe in [7].
Briefly say: biological cell was stretched known force and
was measured change of diameters, see Fig. 5.
In our model we chose set of 5 values of elastic coefficients
and cell stretched known force. When the cell stopped motion (it was in equilibrium), we wrote the values of axial
and transversal diameter. This step we repeated for different force and we wrote the results to graph as a dependency of diameter changes on applied force. Subsequently
we repeated simulations for different set of coefficients. We
compared results with experimental data. We used sum of
squared errors SE for quantitative evaluation, how good
is fit simulation data with experimental data. This procedure we repeated for various set of elastic coefficients and
we found set with minimal error SE.
We calibrated model RBC with 141 and 786 nodes on surface with this procedure. Base on two sets calibrated coefficients we calculated by linear interpolation coefficients
for model with 374 and 670 nodes.
We analyzed the sensitivity of individual coefficients on
change. From results we found out, that model is very sen-

Figure 3: In a) is scheme of Couette flow in channel, where top plate is moving with velocity v and
bottom plate is not moving. Inside the channel,
the flow velocity is function of hight z. In b) are
shown selected rotation of RBC and their marks.
In c) is simulation scheme of RBC in shear flow.
Both plates are moving in opposite direction with
velocity v/2. The color of fluid corresponds with
its velocity from maximum near the plate (red) to
minimum in the middle (blue).

Figure 5: On the left, we see the beginning of simulation, the cell is stretched by applying force
at several nodes on surface (black arrows). On the
right is final stage of simulation - relaxed state, we
measured transversal and axial diameter.
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Figure 6: On the left dependency change of diameters on applied external force. Shown are results
from experiment with error bars and measured
values from simulations with model with 141 and
786 nodes. Depicted lines are for minimal achieved values SE for given model. On the right are
values SE for combinations of multiples of predicted values of elastic coefficient for model with
670 nodes. Color of items is changed from red the greatest errors to green - the lowest errors.
Predicted value is in the middle of table.

sitive on change of coefficients ks (stretching modulus) kb
(bending modulus) in comparing with others coefficients.

Figure 8: Typical trajectories of CTC in simulations with 10 RBC on the left and with 100 RBC
on the right. Each lines correspond with position
of CTC centroid with different starting position.

In this study, we focused on confirmation of the hypothesis that higher density of cells in the sample affects the
trajectory of CTC (circulating tumor cells) in the device.
Thus also that, it affects the capture of these cells. Finally we proposed a model to estimate the measure of
cells capture rate.
To estimate of cell capture rate Pa , we proposed simplified
formula, based on the work [8]:
i
h
Pa (τ, Ac ) = aAc exp −b Aτc ,

On the left on Fig. 6 is graph dependency measured diameters of cell on applied force for model with 141 and 786
nodes for set of elastic coefficient with minimal SE. We
see very good fit with experimental data. On the right
is table with SE from stretched simulations for different
values of coefficients ks and kb , predicted value is in the
middle of table in region of green the lowest values SE.

where Ac is size of interaction area between cell and functionalized surface, τ is shear stress in flow, a and b are
constants, which can be determined empirically from the
experiment for a particular type of cells and surfaces,
example is the study [20].

4.

We ran simulation for 4 different diameters of columns
(obstacles) - 7, 9, 11, 13µm, with 3 different numbers of
cells - 10, 50, 100 and for 10 different initial position of
CTC at the beginning of simulation box (x = 1µm).

Application of OIF Modulus

In the following chapters are presented two studies, which
showing possibilities of our model. We have the ambition,
the model has been available in practice for relative quick
and cheap studies about design (geometry) microfluidic
device for the purpose their optimization. The speed depend on processing power available computers or cluster
of computers. The cheap price means, that for this type
of studies we do not need to made given device and to
create sample of fluid. Together, it is possible run many
repeating and changing of simulations.

4.1

Cell Flow in Periodic Array of Obstacles

In this study we considered microfluidic device, in which is
the periodic array of obstacles. In this case, the obstacles
are columns and they are repeated periodically, see Fig. 7,
left. On the right there is scheme of simulation box with
periodic boundary conditions.

Figure 7: On the left is scheme of periodic array
of obstacles and selected simulation box. On the
right is scheme of simulation box, arrow shows the
direction of flow, black dotted lines show boundary of box with periodic boundary condition.

We received more data. On Fig. 8 is depicted, how RBC
affect movement of CTC. With 10 RBC (left), the effect
is minimal, but with 100 RBC (right) we see changes in
trajectories. Similarly we studied movement of individual
RBC, too.
In the next step we were interested in estimation of cell
capture rate. We focused on qualitative evaluation of individual configuration - 4 different diameters of obstacles /
columns and 3 different number of cells. For each configuration and initial position of CTC we ran 10 simulations,
in each simulation the initial position of RBC was randomly set. We defined vector of initial positions of CTC
and to its vector of end positions. The end positions, we
evaluated by weight, depending on how often the cell itself in the end position. Individual end positions were initial position of next pass trough the box - next iteration.
The number of iterations is responsible to number of pass
trough simulation box, respectively the size of device.
The results from measured and calculated values are as
follows. The capture rate increases with increase number
of cell. Probably, CTC is more often near to column. On
the other hand, the capture rate decreases with greater
diameter of columns. In this case, probably, it is important
fact, that they is to little space for cell in the box. So
RBC can push CTC to columns, but in the same time
RBC can be between CTC and column and keep CTC
from the touch.
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4.2

Optimization of Microfluidic Device in View of
Cell Damage

In this study we focus on analysis of cell behavior, when
the cells pass micro channel. Result from such kind of
simulations can help in design of device in way of minimizing cell damage.
The [17] and [21] were main motivation. The authors
wrote about so-called blood damage index BDI. For chosen geometry, this index is calculated as sum of local shear
stress along fluid streamlines inside the device. It is used
to evaluate possible mechanical stress, which causes deformation, damage or destruction of cell.
Our simulation model provides information about change
of individual objects in fluid flow. We were interested in
extended damage index - cell damage index CDI. In this
index will be included mutual interaction between cells,
fluid and walls of device.
For estimation the cell damage, we defined next variables. Cumulative deviation of global area CDG(cell) =
P
|S−S0 |
for one cell, where time is period, during
time
S0
which the cell pass through monitored region of channel,
S is actual global area of cell, S0 is original area of cell
0|
and |S−S
is immediate absolute relative change of gloS0
bal area. This variable is computed for all tracking cells
in given simulation. Next averageP
cumulative deviation of
1
global area CDGsimN o = ncell
cell CDG(cell), where
ncell is number of cells in simulation, for which we track
CDG(cell). Finally we defined extended CDI as arithmetic mean of CDGsimN o from one set od simulations.
These simulations were different in position
of cell at the
P
beginning of simulations. CDI = N1
simN o CDGsimN o ,
where N is number of simulation in one set, from which
we calculated the index.
The following analysis is used to check the presumption,
that defined CDI can be used to estimate the cell damage.

4.2.1

Analysis of Proposed Damage Index

We chose 4 different geometries, see Fig. 9. The channels
are different from each other in middle part. It has various bend or curvature. But the cross section stays same square 40µm × 40µm.
For each channel, we ran set of 10 simulations. The simulations in one set have same number of cell, but with
different starting positions and rotations. We ran sets of
simulations with 10, 30 and 50 cells. For channel 3 we ran
sets with 60, 70, 80 and 90 cells, too.
Calculated values CDI with standard deviation σ are in

Figure 9: Design of channel geometries for testing
the proposed CDI. The square cross section is the
same in each channel. The region of interest is
depicted with red lines.
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Table 1: Values of CDI and standard deviation σ
for individual set of simulations. The number of
cells is changed in columns, the type of channel is
changed in lines.
number of cells
CDI
10
30
50
60
70
80
90
ch 1 0.09 0.12 0.15
σ
0.02 0.01 0.01
ch 2 0.09 0.11 0.14
0.03 0.01 0.01
σ
ch 3 0.08 0.1 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.19
0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
σ
ch 4 0.07 0.11 0.13
σ
0.01 0.01 0.01

Tab. 1. Deviation σ
CDGsimN o .

was calculated from values

CDI increases with number of cell in channel. In denser
flow, mutual cell interactions occur more frequently, due
to it to their deformations too. From the table, we see.
that CDI(kanál 1) < CDI(kanál 2) < CDI(kanál 3) for
sets with 30 and 50 cells. The cell damage is smaller with
”smoother”bend of channel. For sets with 10 cells, flow
is probably thin enough, so cells are moving along ideal
trajectories with minimal deformation, whether a channel
bend.
On the other hand, CDI(kanál 4) > CDI(kanál 3), whether channel 4 is smoother then channel 3. Probably, in
this case, it is important the length of trajectory, because
CDG(cell) is summed during the cell passes the channel.
The deviation σ roughly decreases with increase of cell, so
when number of cell increases, dispersion of CDGsimN o
decreases.
In Tab. 2 we compared primary BDI with our CDI. The
table has 2 parts. In first part, there are values of CDI for
sets of simulations with 50 cells. In second part, there are
values of BDI for given channels. For better view, values
of BDI are multiply by ×105 .
In first column are calculated values CDI and BDI for
each channels, next the ratio to reference value (as refe-

Table 2: Values CDI and BDI for channels 1, 2,
3 and 4 and their ratio to reference values. Then
they are maximal achieved values CDG(cell) from
all cells in set and from all partial BDI.
max
max
CDI
channel
CDI
max
CDIref
CDI
maxref
1
0.1480
1.000
0.3879 2.621
1.00
2
0.1380
0.932
0.4088 2.962
1.05
3
0.1294
0.874
0.4366 3.374
1.13
4
0.1320
0.892
0.3984 3.018
1.03
kanál

BDI

BDI
BDIref

max

1
2
3
4

2.4355
2.2762
1.9844
2.0267

1.000
0.935
0.815
0.832

6.006
5.8453
5.5478
5.624

max
BDI
2.466
2.568
2.796
2.775

max
maxref
1.00
0.97
0.92
0.94
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Figure 10: Snapshots from simulations with hematocrit 5%, 10% a 15%. Black arrow shows cell,
which data is on Fig.
rence value we took value for channel 1). The difference
between channel 1 and 2 is same for CDI and BDI, but
distance between channels 1, 2 and 3, 4 is greater for BDI.

4.2.2

Influence of Flow Density to Damage

In previous chapter we presented simulation, in which the
cells was placed only at the beginning of channel. In next
step we placed the cell randomly in whole volume of channel. For comparing influence of flow density, respectively
number of cells in channel (hematocrit) on cell damage,
we ran three sets of simulation in channel 1, see Fig. 10.

Figure 11: On the left histograms for channel 1,
hematocrit 5% (green), 10% (red) and 15% (blue).
On x-axis are achieved values CDG(cell). On y-axis
is frequency of cells from given interval, normalized to total cell number from the set of simulations. On the right is dependency of cell velocity on
position in channel for chosen cell for hematocrit
5%, 10% a 15% - red lines. With blue lines are
depicted dependency of CDG(cell) for chosen cell
on position in channel.

In Tab. 3, there are outcomes for simulations with hematocrit 5%, 10% a 15%. When hematocrit increases,
CDI increases two and in the same time dispersion of
CDGsimN o decreases. It means, that with greater hematocrit in simulation, we need less simulations to achieved
sufficient accuracy of CDI.

particular local fluctuations. These fluctuations are caused by interaction between cells. If the cells are closer to
each other at a distance less than the set value, the cells
begin to repel. At the same time the speed of cell is calculated as the average speed of all nodes on its surface.
These two factors may cause, that we see smooth flow of
cell in simulations and in detail view we see steep, but
small, changes in direction and magnitude of velocity.

Individual values of CDG(cell) for all tracked cells are
processed in histograms on Fig. 11 left. Histograms are
normalized to number of cell in individual sets od simulations. With greater hematocrit, the maximal frequency
was achieved for greater value of CDG(cell) and in same
time was achieved greater maximal value. We conclude,
that greater hematocrit it leads to greater cell deformation.

Lines for CDG(cell) are depicted with blue on the graph.
As we expected, cumulative value of relative deviation
global area increases with time, respectively with traveled
distance. In general, CDG(cell) is depended on position,
trajectory and surrounding of given cell. Surrounding means other cells and obstacles. The CDG(cell) is greater
with greater hematocrit. This applies to most of cells, as
we see in histograms on the left.

In next step we performed analysis of cell velocity and
CDG(cell) for given cells. We ran 3 simulations, each with
different hematocrit. Th given cell was in the same position and rotation at the beginning of simulation in each
simulation. Other cells was randomly seeded with given
hematocrit.

In Tab. 4 are values CDI and BDI for different hematocrit together with ratio to reference value. Greater differences are for CDI in comparing with BDI, but the
trend is same for both indexes.

Velocities and trajectories of cells are comparable. The
CDG(cell) are different significantly, what is illustrated in
graph on Fig. 11, right. Dependency of actual cell velocity
on position in channel is depicted with red. Coordinates
of initial position of cell were (19µm, 88µm, 11µm). The
lines are differ from each other only slightly, mainly in

Table 3: Values CDI for channel 1 for hematocrit 5%, 10% a 15% and their ratio to reference
values. Then they are standard deviation σ calculated from 10 values CDGsimN o and their ratio to
CDI. In next columns they are maximal achieved
values from all CDGsimN o .
σ
max
CDI
ch 1 CDI CDI
σ
max
ref
CDI
CDI
5%
0.185
1.00
0.015
0.08
0.21
1.13
10% 0.278
1.50
0.017
0.06
0.302
1.09
15% 0.360
1.95
0.007
0.02
0.369
1.02

From these data we can conclude, that we know qualitative evaluation individual geometries - channels with
our CDI. These evaluations are not significantly different
from BDI. But we have extra information about damage
of individual cells.
Next, it will be appropriate to preformed a similar simulation for channel 3 and 4 and for greater hematocrit, too.
Then we will compute and compare values CDI a BDI
for real geometries and outcomes will be compare with
experiments.

Table 4: Values CDI and BDI for channel 1 for
hematocrit 5%, 10% a 15% and their ratio to reference value.
CDI
BDI
CDI
BDI
ch 1
CDIref
BDIref
5%
10%
15%

0.1851
0.2783
0.3603

1.000
1.504
1.946

0.3259
0.3694
0.4205

1.000
1.133
1.29
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5. Conclusion
In this work is closer described device for the analysis of
cells in a blood sample. The parameters of these devices
directly affect their properties, such as the efficiency of
detection, identification of the selected cells or damage.
Testing these devices in vitro is relative finance and time
consuming. Simulation in silico can give answers to many
questions much faster and cheaper. The prerequisite, however, is to have a good simulation model.
This work is devoted to the description, development and
use of simulation model. This model can be used to simulate the flow of cells in a homogeneous environment in
artificial devices. This model is produced as part of the
research of the Cell-in-fluid [1].
The main contribution of this work include: - proposal,
analysis and implementation of the new shape of the stretching modulus and the modulus constraint local area.
- calibration of model RBC - proposal of calibration algorithm and its performance for model with different number of nodes.
- proposal and realization of simulations in silico, which
used the simulation model for analysis of behavior of cell
flow in fluid. The model was used for analysis the capture rate of selected cells in devices depends on device
geometry and sample density. Next it was proposed a
new approach for evaluation of geometry in view of cell
damage. This approach has been tested and analyzed in
several views with amount of series of simulations.
Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported
by the Slovak Research and Development Agency (APVV0441-11).
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Abstract

1.

The purpose of security in ad hoc grid environments is to
support secure execution of tasks on shared resources and
to protect the resources from malicious user actions. The
mechanisms of authentication and authorization commonly used in traditional grid environments are not sufficient
to cover all security requirements arising from the decentralized nature of the ad hoc grid. The concept of trust
management is capable to solve the security issues by incorporating trust into the process of decision making. The
quality of made decisions is dependent on a correct assessment and representation of trustworthiness assigned
to the potentially collaborating parties. In most cases the
value of trustworthiness is derived at least from direct
trust and recommendations, but other factors as risk, uncertainty, context dependant information and attributes
characterizing the task and the shared resource should be
included in the derived value as well. This paper presents
an overview of the trust evaluation process and provides a
specification of parameters relevant for an accurate trust
evaluation.

Recently, large data processing and high-performance
computing has become more available for the public.
Grid[9], which is one of the leading technologies enabling
these capabilities, is characterized by heterogeneity and
geographical dispersion of its nodes serving as resources
for job execution or as access points into the grid environment. According to the OGSA (Open Grid Services
Architecture)[10] the following capabilities should be typical for any grid middleware: user tasks execution management, data manipulation management, shared resources
allocation and management, secure job execution and resource sharing, information provision of executed tasks
and shared resources, and finally support for the grid configuration.
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Introduction

As stated above, job scheduling and secure execution of
jobs are core services enabling provision of the main grid
capabilities – sharing and utilization of available dispersed
resources. The traditional grid infrastructures (the most
known traditional grid infrastructures are Globus Toolkit
[13], Gridbus Middleware [12] and UNICORE [25]) implement scheduling and security in accordance to their centralized nature. In the ad hoc grids (the most known ad
hoc grid infrastructures are OurGrid [3, 24] and MoGrid
[11]), which are well known for structural independence
and decentralized architecture, scheduling and security
are managed by participating nodes without depending
on any external infrastructure for assistance.
The aim of the paper is to present a brief description of
trust management and trust evaluation, as well as a detailed classification and specification of parameters that
can be used for an accurate evaluation of trustworthiness
assigned to a grid entity. The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief introduction
to the trust management and trust evaluation; Section
3 surveys the state of the art in traditional and ad hoc
grid security provision; Section 4 describes the process
of job scheduling performed in ad hoc grid environment;
Section 5 provides classification of parameters needed for
trust evaluation, describes relations between the parameters and proposes a procedure inferring the parameters
into a final trust value; The verification of the proposed
trust management integration into the ad hoc grid infrastructure is described in section 6; Section 7 describes the
future work in the field; and finally, section 8 concludes
the paper.

2.

Trust and Trust Management

The notion of trust is used with variety of meanings and
without any unified definition. However, in the literature
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are used two common definitions with well understood
distinction between them. The reliability trust [15, 16]
is defined as follows: Trust is a subjective probability by
which an individual, A, expects that another individual,
B, performs a given action on which its welfare depends.
The decision trust [15, 16] is defined as follows: Trust
is an extent to which one party is willing to depend on
something or somebody in a given situation with a feeling
of relative security, even though negative consequences are
possible.

The mutual trust relationship can be described by the
trust classes[15] as follows:
• Provision trust describes the user’s trust in a service or in a resource provider. The user trusts the
provider to provide services that implement the advertised functionality and do not harm the user’s
resources. The provision trust ensures the reliability of the provider and is related to the integrity of
the user’s data stored in and/or obtained from the
provided resources.

The reliability trust enables to make decisions whether or
not to start a collaboration only on the basis of the collaborator’s reliability estimation. On the other hand, the
decision trust defines context as a part of the trust value
and binds the estimation of the collaborator’s reliability
with a risk that arises from the uncertain outcome of the
collaboration. Therefore, the decision trust seems to be a
better choice for the purpose of trust modelling.
Trust between two entities is a bidirectional relationship
and can be seen from multiple points of view. Humans
tend to collaborate only with trusted individuals. Generally speaking, the success and survival of an entity is
dependent on the willingness of other entities to collaborate. There are many genetically determined or culturally
acquired strategies helping the people to appear reliable
and trustworthy. The easiest and probably most used
strategy for gaining trust is simply to behave in a trustworthy and reliable manner. However, the attempt to
give a false impression of trustworthiness for the purpose
of a personal gain is not uncommon. Therefore, it is important not only to represent own trustworthiness, but
also determine correctly the trustworthiness of the target
entities.
Trust management [16] is defined as follows: The activity of creating systems and methods that allow relying
parties to make assessments and decisions regarding the
dependability of potential transactions involving risk, and
that also allow the players and system administrators to
increase and correctly represent the reliability of themselves and their systems.
The parties in a computer mediated communication and
collaboration need methodologies enabling them to assess
properly the trustworthiness of remote parties, as well
as to be recognized as trustworthy by the remote parties. This need arises due to the fact that the computer
networks move the collaboration participants away from
a direct style of interaction. They can collaborate with
people they have never met and that they might never
meet in person. Therefore, the traditional methods of
trustworthiness assessment and representation used in a
physical world can no longer be used. Simply expressed,
the application of methodologies that enable such trusted
collaborations in online environments can be called trust
management [16].
Trust is a directional relationship between a trustor and
a trustee, whereby the trustor is a thinking entity making
decisions whether or not to start collaboration with the
trustee on the basis of the trustee’s trustworthiness. In
a grid the trust between the grid user and the resource
provider is a mutual bidirectional relationship, because
the user and the provider must be trustworthy to each
other, otherwise the collaboration is not possible.
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• Access trust describes the provider’s trust in the
user intending to access to the offered resource, i.e.
the provider trusts the user to use the resource in
an agreed manner. This relates to the access control
paradigm which is a central element in a computer
security.
• Delegation trust describes the trust in an agent,
who acts and makes decisions on behalf of the relying party. The delegation trust can be seen as a
special case of the provision trust, because the relying party trusts the delegate not to misuse the
delegated rights.
• Identity trust describes the belief that the claimed
identity of an entity is true.
• Context trust describes the extent to which the
trusting party believes that the distributed system
contains mechanisms necessary to support the transaction in a case something goes wrong.

3. Traditional and Ad Hoc Grid Security
The purpose of any grid security infrastructure is to protect shared resource from malicious actions of users and
user’s data from unauthorized access. The common security mechanisms utilized for the protection purposes are
the processes of authentication and authorization. However, the security in the traditional and ad hoc grid infrastructures is implemented in a different manner in regard
to the architectural aspects of both grid technologies. The
subsections 3.1 - 3.3 explain this issue in more details.

3.1

Traditional Grid Security Mechanisms

The first traditional grid infrastructures were used by a
small group of users with unnamed trust relationships
among them. When the community of users grew bigger,
the need for secure access to resources, secure communication and data manipulation has become an important
issue. The grid developers proposed and implemented
several authentication and authorization infrastructures
as a solution to this problem. The following subsections
contain a brief survey of the most widely known and/or
used infrastructures.

Authentication infrastructures. The process of authentication checks whether or not the identity of an entity
is right. Probably the most known authentication infrastructure is the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)[26],
which is based on the concept of public key cryptography. The trust in a user’s identity is established through
a trusted third party, thus a pre-established trust relationship between the third party, grid users and resource
providers is assumed. The trusted mediator is called Certificate Authority and is responsible for allocating the
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user’s home domain identity into the grid identity and
for issuing certificates with the allocated identity. The
issued certificates are used by the users as a means to authenticate to the resources shared in the grid community.
Kerberos[20] is another security infrastructure used for
authentication of user’s identity and is also based on preestablished trust relationships. The role of the trusted
mediator is performed by the authentication server. The
trust in the user’s identity is mediated with session keys
issued by the Authentication Server acting as the trusted
third party. For the purpose of accessing the available
services the Kerberos infrastructure uses special access
tokens that carry the information about the identity of
an entity and the groups to which the entity belongs.
Athens[4] is an authentication infrastructure developed
to control access to a wide range of shared resources.
Users have an account for each resource they wish to
access and these accounts are managed centrally by the
Account Server. An agent enforcing access control is installed in every site sharing resources. The user provides
his user name and password in order to be granted the
access to the requested resource. This step is repeated
every time the user wants to access an available resource.

Authorization infrastructures. With the growth of grid
popularity the enforcement of access control based only on
user’s identity become insufficient and more fine-grained
access control was necessary. The process of authorization
is used to determine who is allowed to use shared resources
and under what conditions, whereby the user’s identity
(and other user’s attributes) is considered before the final
decision whether or not to allow the access to a particular
resource is made. Grid-Map Files (GMFs) [14] is the
first access control infrastructure based not only on user’s
identity. The main idea behind GMFs is the usage of
access control lists. A list pairing distinguished names
of authenticated grid users and local user accounts, to
which these names are mapped, is stored on each shared
resource. It is then left to the resource operating system
and application access control mechanism to enforce the
access to the resource.
Virtual Organization Membership Service (VOMS)
[2] mediates trust between users and resource providers
through a trusted third party - VOMS server. All information about a user is managed on the VO level by the
VO administrator centrally. The VOMS server provides
the user with attributes needed to access a shared resource
in the form of attribute certificate. The user presents his
attribute certificate issued and signed by VOMS server
to a resource in order to access it. The resource checks
the validity of the certificate and the attributes it contains. Subsequently, local resource access policies are applied and the user is granted or refused the access to the
resource.
Another example of an authorization infrastructure is
PrivilEdge and Role Management Infrastructure
Standard (PERMIS)[6]. In order to access a resource
protected by the PERMIS infrastructure the user needs
to present a role based attribute certificate. The attribute
certificate is issued by a source of authority and contains the user’s role and attributes. PERMIS enables
distributed role management, whereby certificates can be
stored locally on the sites that allocated them. Before a

decision whether or not to allow an access to a resource
is made, the resource checks the user’s certificate, role assigned to the user, and whether the certificate was issued
by a trusted source of authority. Then the user is granted
or refused the access to a requested resource.
The Akenti[1] infrastructure defines a special type of
trusted entities called stakeholders. The stakeholders are
trusted to issue use-condition certificates, which place conditions on certificates the user has to obtain in order to
gain access to a resource. Every stakeholder can define
use-condition certificates independently from other stakeholders. Hence, one resource can be protected by more
access control requirements.

3.2

Ad Hoc Grid Security Mechanisms

Generally, the grid security protects shared resources
against malicious actions of users and other entities that
could damage the resources or corrupt the integrity of
data stored and processed on the resources. However, in
many situations the users of the ad hoc grid have to be
protected from those who offer the resources, so the issue
is also vice-versa[15]. The security mechanisms described
in the section 3.1 are unable to provide this type of protection.
Authentication and authorization, which are referred to
as hard security mechanisms, do not allow any occurrence of risk or uncertainty (the user either is authenticated and authorized to access a shared resource or is
not), but collaborations in an open environment are necessarily coupled with potential dangers that necessitate
reasoning about risk and uncertainty. Trust was recognized as an important aspect of decision making in many
distributed systems and is used as a mechanism for managing the dangers and learning from past interactions in
order to reduce the risk exposure. For example, trust and
reputation systems support decision making on the Internet provided services, which are based on a trust derived
from ratings assigned to a certain provider by customers
after completion of a transaction. Other parties can use
the trust and reputation derived from the aggregated ratings to decide whether or not to run a transaction with
the rated party in the future. Trust management, which
is referred to as a soft security, represents the shift from
attempting to provide absolute protection against potential dangers to accepting dangers as an intrinsic part of
any global computing[8, 15].

3.3

Traditional and Ad Hoc Grid Security Comparison

The traditional grid applications are hindered by the lack
of security assurance from remote sites providing computing resources or other services. Trust models implemented
in the grid environments support the user authentication
and the single sign-on operations. However, the existing mechanisms are still inadequate to access local security conditions at sites participating in the grid community[22]. The situation in the ad hoc grid environments
is similar. Grid nodes must assert the trustworthiness of
a remote node according to the past experiences with the
particular node and other considerable factors before the
decision about the collaboration can be met.
In the traditional grid security infrastructures the identity
trust, access trust and delegation trust are implemented
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Table 1: Comparison of the traditional and ad hoc grid security characteristics.
Characteristic

Grid type
Traditional

Ad hoc

Goal of grid security

Protection of shared resources and
user’s data from unauthorized access.

Prerequisites for provision of security
services

Authentication of user’s identity, secure communication and data transfer based on various cryptography
technologies.
Provision of security services is based
on authentication and authorization
mechanisms.
Implicit and unnamed trust relationships among grid community participants mediated through trusted third
party.
Identity trust as process of authentication, access trust as process of
authorization and delegation trust as
single sign-on operations.

Protection of provided resources from
malicious actions of users and protection of users from those providing the
resources.
Authentication of collaborating entity’s identity, secure communication
and data transfer based on various
cryptography technologies.
Provision of security is based on trust
management.

Provision of security services

Type of trust relationship

Supported trust classes

as the processes of authentication, authorization and delegation of rights among the grid sites. Explicit implementations of the provision trust and context trust are
missing. The proper behaviour of the resource provider
and the user is guaranteed only by the third party acting
as a trusted mediator. However, the trusted third party
has no real mechanisms to ensure such behaviour.
In the traditional grid infrastructures trust is coupled with
the establishment of the grid environment and is understood as an implicit part of the collaborations. On the
other hand, in the ad hoc grids there are no implicit trust
relationships among grid nodes. In the future the trust
management mechanism could become responsible for the
execution of collaborations in a presence of mutual trust.
The traditional and ad hoc grid security share a couple
of similar features, e.g. the process of authentication is
a prerequisite for other provided security services. However, the traditional and ad hoc grid security also differ
in various characteristic features in regard to the grid architecture and the security needs of grid community participants. The most significant security characteristics of
the both grid technologies are listed in the Table 1.

4. Trust Aware Ad Hoc Grid Scheduling
The purpose of the trust management in the ad hoc grid
environment is to guarantee the quality of services provided by the grid nodes and the quality of user’s behaviour. The integration of trust into the ad hoc grid
infrastructure is coupled inseparably with the scheduling
of jobs on the provided resources. However, there are
some differences between the ad hoc and the traditional
grid scheduling when the trust management is involved.
In order to integrate trust management into the ad hoc
scheduling process, the steps executed during the resource
discovery, system selection and job execution must perform the following additional tasks: (i) definition of minimal trustworthiness needed to begin the collaboration

Explicit trust relationship among ad
hoc grid entities managed by each entity independently.
Mutual trust relationship between
two grid entities based on trust supporting all defined trust classes.

between the user and the resource provider, (ii) determining the current trustworthiness of the involved nodes,
(iii) and update of trustworthiness after the job completion.
It is evident that these tasks impose new requirements on
the ad hoc grid architecture. The architecture depicted
in the Fig. 1 introduces the trust manager module as a
solution to meet the imposed requirements.
During the phase of resource selection the user defines the
job and the requirements needed for the job to run. To
select a trustworthy resource, the user defines the security
demand[23, 22], which is taken as a constraint during the
system selection step. The security demand is determined
either directly by the user as one of the job requirements,
or by the trust manager according to the parameters provided by the user.
The resources that passed the authorization and minimal
requirements filtering are assigned a trust index [23, 22]
determined by the trust manager on the basis of static
and dynamic information about the resources, job definition parameters and other factors managed by the trust
manager as depicted in Fig. 2. The trust index is a combination of more parameters, but what parameters and how
exactly they are used for the trust index evaluation depends on the used trust model. The minimal components
of the calculated value are the direct trust and the recommendations. However, other factors as risk, uncertainty
and context dependant information should be included in
the trust index as well. It is important to note that the
scheduler uses the security demand and the trust indexes
obtained from the trust manager only to exclude the untrustworthy resources. The schedule optimization itself is
not affected and still corresponds only to the quality of
services demanded by the user.
The resource provider demands a certain level of trustworthiness as well as the user. Therefore, after the exclu-
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Figure 1: Trust manager integration into the ad hoc grid infrastructure from the requester’s point of
view.

Figure 2: Trust manager architecture from the requester’s point of view.
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Trust value
components

sion of untrustworthy resources the scheduler requests the
most optimal and trusted resource to consent to the future collaboration. The decision whether or not to accept
the collaboration is based on the resource’s security demand and the trust index assigned to the requesting node.
Both values are obtained from the resource’s trust manager on basis of job parameters included in the request,
recommendations, previous experiences, uncertainty, risk
and other factors. The decision on the collaboration is
responded back to the scheduler. In case of negative response the scheduler sends the request for consent to next
most optimal resource until an affirmative answer is received.
The job scheduled with the help of the trust manager is
forwarded to a module responsible for job submission and
execution. After the job completion the result of the execution is transferred to the requester node. The trust
update is the final step involving the trust manager module on the requester node as well as the resource node.
The update is performed according to a positive or a negative experience resulting from the job execution and is
necessary for correct representation of trust in the collaborating parties.

5. Trust Aware Ad Hoc Grid Security
The collaborations in the grid environment are executed
by two types of entities: user and resource provider. User
and resource provider require protection against malicious
behaviour that can take form of user’s program containing malicious code capable to compromise the resource
provider’s node or it can take a form of a malicious resource node capable to harm the user’s job running on
the provided resource [18].
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Figure 3: Trust value components.
Behavioural parameters (e.g. accessibility, availability, competence and reliability) describe the behaviour of
collaborating entities and are used to create history of
data obtained from past interactions. By analysing the
history of the collected data using statistical methods together with the entity’s personalized notion of normal or
anomalous behaviour it is possible to predict the outcome
of future collaborations.
System parameters (e.g. authentication and authorization mechanism, utilized security mechanisms, maintenance of data integrity, etc.) describe the technical
parameters and capabilities of the provider’s shared resources and the user’s node serving as access point into
the grid community. The system attributes are characterized by a slow change over time. Over a period of time the
attribute values do not change gradually, but the change
is made suddenly and is noticeably large.

The security infrastructure incorporating trust should be
based on a trust model that is capable to support or enhance the functional aspects of the grid infrastructure.
The model should be also capable to process evidence of
the previous collaborations and to transform it together
with other relevant parameters into a trust value that is
part of the security decisions for both the user and the
resource provider protection.

In contrast with behavioural and system attributes the
descriptive parameters (e.g. benefit and loss associated with a particular collaboration, amount of observed
behavioural parameters, time passed since last collaboration, etc.) do not describe the trusting disposition of the
relying entity in the collaborating party, but they indicate
the level of security assurance required by the relying entity. In a particular collaboration context the security
assurance corresponds to the minimal trustworthiness of
the collaborating party required by the relying entity.

5.1

5.2

Parameters Classification

The user and the resource provider have different requirements for the grid security infrastructure. The user is
interested in competence of the shared resources to reliably execute the user’s code and to protect his data from
unauthorized access or modification. Similarly, the resource provider wants to collaborate only with reliable
and authenticated users not compromising the shared resource or the integrity of unauthorized data.
Each participant of a collaboration in the grid environment has his own set of expectations for the quality and
performance of the collaboration and is satisfied with the
executed collaboration only if the required expectations
were met. Trust in this context can be used to express the
confidence of the relying entity that a collaborating party
will meet the desired expectations. The expectations for
the quality of collaboration placed by the users and resource providers are mapped to system parameters and
capabilities that can be abstracted into three groups of
trust components (as depicted in Fig.3): (i) behavioural
parameters, (ii) system attributes (iii) and descriptive
attributes.

Determining Trust From Parameters

As already stated, the incorporation of trust management
into the grid infrastructure should support the fundamental functional aspects of the grid as resource allocation
and execution of tasks. The scheduling of tasks is responsible for finding an appropriate resource node meeting the required security assurance expressed as a security
demand. Similarly, the resource node declares its own security demand that must be fulfilled by the user in order
to process his request by the resource node.
The security demand is dependant on the risk and uncertainty (as depicted in Fig.4) perceived by the relying
party in the context of a particular collaboration. In a
risky situation the relying party requires a high level of
security assurance provided by the collaborating party in
order to start a collaboration. Of course, the required security assurance is lower in case of a less risky situation.
The uncertainty influences the security assurance in a similar manner. The higher the level of uncertainty is the less
certain about a collaboration execution the relying party
becomes. Therefore, the required level of security assurance increases as well.
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Figure 4: Security demand inferred from trust components.
The more important a flawless collaboration the more severe the damage will become in case of failure. The likelihood of failure occurrence and the cost incurred to the
relying party is referred to as the risk. Risk and trust are
related in the sense that there is no need for a trusting
decision unless there is a risk involved. There exist two
alternative relations between trust and risk: risk determining level of trust and trust determining level of risk.
The first relation can be described as follows: in a particular situation or a particular action with a certain level
of risk a principal should be trustworthy in order to be
allowed to enter the situation or carry out the action,
i.e. the level of risk determines the minimal level of required trustworthiness. The latter relation is described
as follows: in a particular situation or a particular action
involving a principal with a certain level of trustworthiness the risk should be low enough in order to allow the
principal to enter the situation or carry out the action,
i.e. the level or trustworthiness determines the maximal
level of acceptable risk. The letter view seems more appropriate for the risk evaluation if the costs and benefits
of the entered situation are quantifiable [8].
The measurable parameters used for inferring the value
of risk as depicted in Fig.4 are [16, 8, 17]:

• Cost of a collaboration represents the price (e.g.
charges for using a shared resources) a relying party
has to pay, if the transaction with a collaborating
party will be launched. Typically, the relying entity
is not willing to invest a large amount of funds in
the collaboration unless the security assurance of
the collaborating party is high. Therefore, the risk
perceived by the relying party increases with the
growing amount of investments.

• Benefit is the estimated gain (e.g. result of a data
procession) obtained by the relying party after a
successful execution of a collaboration. The greater
the profit the more the relying party is motivated
to launch a collaboration. Therefore, the risk perceived by the relying party decreases with the growing profit estimation.
• Loss describes the amount of funds the relying entity will lose in case of failure. The loss is not equal
only to the paid cost, but also includes the estimated
benefit, lost investment of time, importance of information or data obtained through collaboration, etc.
Typically, the relying party is not willing to launch a
collaboration coupled with a high loss unless the security assurance of the collaborating party is high.
Therefore, the risk perceived by the relying party
increases with the growing loss rate.
• Necessity of a collaboration execution describes a
situation, in which the relying party needs to launch
a collaboration in order to avoid certain or highly
probably losses, even though negative consequences
are possible. A high necessity of a collaboration lowers the required level of security assurance provided
by the collaborating party. Hence, the risk perceived
by the relying party decreases with the growing rate
of a collaboration necessity.
Uncertainty refers to a situation where the relying party
cannot be fully sure about the accuracy of the decision.
For example, a situation can occur where two completely
unknown entities have to collaborate, but they have neither the experiences with each other, nor recommendations from other entities are available. A similar situation
can also occur if only a part of the information is available
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and other decision factors are missing. The lack of information must not necessarily result in a change of trust in
the trusted entity, but it can change the certainty about
the final decision. However, if the certainty is changed
significantly, the level of trust is changed as well [8].
The measurable parameters used for inferring the value
of uncertainty as depicted in Fig.4 are:
• Count of observations refers to the amount of
data describing the behaviour of collaborating parties obtained from past interactions. With the growing rate of collaborations the knowledge about the
behaviour of collaborating parties becomes more accurate. Therefore, the relying party can be more
certain about the decisions based on this knowledge.
• Time passed since the last collaboration determines certainty of the relaying party about its
decisions. The certainty will be low, if the last interaction with a collaborating entity took place a
long time ago or no collaboration was performed at
all. On the other hand, if the last collaboration took
place only recently, then the certainty will be high.
Trust index, which specifies the trustworthiness of a collaborating party, is dependant on direct trust and recommendations (as depicted in Fig.5). Recommendations
are obtained from other entities of the grid environment
and correspond to the reputation of the recommended
entity. Reputation can be described as everything that is
generally said or believed about the entity’s character or
standing. If the relying party is aware of the collaborating
entity’s reputation it can base its trust on that reputation,
i.e. the collaborating entity is trusted because of its good
reputation. Similarly, the entity becomes distrusted in
case of its bad reputation.
Direct trust represents the private knowledge the relying party has about the collaborating entity and is formed
from previous interactions, current context of the collaboration and attributes characterizing the collaborating entity. The direct trust and recommendations have different
effect on the inferred trust index. The private knowledge
of the relying entity in form of direct trust is capable to
overrule the reputation of the collaborating entity, i.e. in
case of high direct trust the collaborating entity is trusted
despite its bad reputation and similarly, in case of low
direct trust the entity is distrusted despite its good reputation. The capability of the direct trust to overrule the
recommendations is dependant on the weights assigned to
these two parameters.
As depicted in Fig.5, the parameters used for inferring
direct trust are:
• Basic trust represents the degree to which the relying party is willing to trust a collaborating entity. Before collaboration with an unknown entity
the relying party assigns to that entity an initial
basic trust, which characterizes the entity as halftrusted and half-untrusted. After each collaboration
the value of basic trust is updated with new value
that is equal to the recalculated value of trust index. Basic trust also changes over time. The more
time passed since the last collaboration, the more
the value of basic trust approaches its initial value.
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• Aggregated attributes represent the characteristics of collaborating entity relevant for trust evaluation. The attributes are aggregated into a single value corresponding to the quality of system resources offered by the entity and to the quality of
entity’s behaviour experienced over multiple collaborations.
• Uncertainty represents the amount of available information needed by the relying party to make an
accurate decision on whether or not to launch a collaboration with a particular entity. Uncertainty affects the inferred value not directly. It only determines which parameter has greater influence on the
inferred value (basic trust has higher influence in
case of low uncertainty and aggregated attributes
affect the inferred value more in case of high uncertainty).
The aggregated attributes (as depicted in Fig.5) are
inferred from system and behavioural attributes. Uncertainty represents a weighting factor determining the relative importance of the considered attributes. The impact of system attributes is higher than the impact of
behavioural attributes in case of high uncertainty and the
behavioural attributes affect the inferred value more significantly in case of low uncertainty.
Concrete value of aggregated attributes can be inferred
from the following system attributes (as depicted in Fig.5):
• Identity describes the quality of mechanisms used
by grid entities to authenticate grid users and resource providers involved in collaborations mediated
through the grid environment.
• Privacy corresponds to the capability of resource
entity to allow access only to those system resources
and data, which the authenticated user is permitted
to use.
• Security corresponds to the general ability of resource entity to protect itself from harm that can
be caused by jobs executing malicious code, malware
programs or exchange of data over communication
networks.
• Data integrity describes the ability of user’s node
and resource entity to prevent alteration of exchanged messages and data that can be avoided by
protection of communication networks and by encryption of exchanged messages.
According the models dealing with behaviour trust [21,
19, 7] the behaviour of entity can be described with the
following attributes (as depicted in Fig.5):
• Accessibility describes the capability of resource
entity to respond to user’s request for information
retrieval about the state of the resource, the state of
running user’s job or for provision of other offered
services.
• Availability corresponds to the readiness of the resource to execute user’s job, store data or provide
other services offered by the resource provider.
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Figure 5: Trust index inferred from trust components.
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Table 2: Count of tasks executed without trust management integration into the modelled ad hoc grid
infrastructure.
Task type
Measured values
All executed tasks
Successful tasks
Failed tasks

Count of executed tasks

Percentage of the executed tasks [in %]

5833.10
4880.36
952.74

100,00
83.67
16.33

Table 3: Count of tasks executed with trust management integration into the modelled ad hoc grid
infrastructure.
Task type
Measured values
All executed tasks
Successful tasks
Failed tasks

Count of executed tasks

Percentage of the executed tasks [in %]

5829.20
5292.12
537.09

100,00
90.79
9.21

• Competence from user’s point of view corresponds
to the readiness and willingness of resource node to
provide all agreed system resources specified by the
user and are part of the agreement between the user
and the resource provider. From provider’s point of
view the competence describes the user’s willingness
to use only the agreed system resources and to use
the provided resources only for the agreed amount
of time.

the values measured in each simulation run. The table
2 shows the count of all tasks executed during the first
experiment, as well as the count of successful and failed
tasks. The table also shows the percentage of the executed tasks. The count of all tasks is 5833.10, count of
successful task is 4880.36 (83.67% of all executed tasks)
and count of failed tasks is 952.74 (16.33% of all executed
tasks).

• Reliability from user’s point of view corresponds to
the correct functioning of provided resource node or
other services offered by the provider over a period
of time. From provider’s point of view the reliability describes proper execution of the user’s program
without compromising the provided resource node
or altering unauthorized data.

6.2

6. Experimental Results
The verification of the proposed model for trust value calculation and the trust management integration was carried out by a computer simulation. The simulation was
performed using the GridSim simulation toolkit[5]. The
model of the ad hoc grid infrastructure executed by the
simulation toolkit consists of ten user entities and ten
resource provider entities. The modelled entities are assigned several system capabilities and forms of behaviour.
The assigned capabilities and forms of behaviour are used
for trust value calculation according to the model described in the section 5. The model also allows to schedule
the user tasks according to the trust aware scheduling described in the section 4.

6.1

Experiment 1 – Ad Hoc Grid Without Trust Management

The first experiment was carried out by the simulation
toolkit according to the modelled ad hoc grid infrastructure without incorporation of the trust management. The
values measured during the simulation represent reference
values describing the capabilities and qualities of the modelled infrastructure. The values were used for comparison
to values measured during other experiments.
During the experiment 1000 simulation runs were executed. The count of all tasks, successful tasks and failed
tasks are given as an arithmetic mean calculated from

Experiment 2 – Ad Hoc Grid With Trust Management

During the experiment 1000 simulation runs were executed. The count of all tasks, successful tasks and failed
tasks are given as an arithmetic mean calculated from
the values measured in each simulation run. The second
experiment was carried out by the simulation toolkit according to the modelled ad hoc grid infrastructure with
the incorporation of trust management. The table 3 shows
the count of all tasks executed during the second experiment, as well as the count of successful and failed tasks.
The table also shows the percentage of the executed tasks.
The count of all tasks is 5829.20, count of successful task
is 5292.12 (90.79% of all executed tasks) and count of
failed tasks is 537.09 (9.21% of all executed tasks).

6.3

Evaluation Results

The verification of the modelled ad hoc grid infrastructure is evaluated according to the following quantitative
metrics: (i) competence (ii) and reliability. The competence corresponds to the capability of the modelled ad
hoc grid infrastructure to support execution of user tasks.
The competence is measured as count of all tasks executed
during the simulation. The reliability corresponds to the
capability of the modelled ad hoc grid infrastructure to
support secure execution of user tasks. The reliability
is measured as count of failed tasks observed during the
simulation.
The figure 6 shows that there is almost no difference in the
count of all tasks executed during the first and second experiment. The integration of trust management into the
ad hoc grid infrastructure has no negative effects on the
infrastructure competence to execute user tasks. On the
other hand, the integration of trust into the ad hoc grid
infrastructure affects the capability of the infrastructure
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Figure 6: Comparison of tasks executed with and without trust management integration into the modelled
ad hoc grid infrastructure.
to support secure execution of user taks in a considerable
manner. The figure 6 shows that the proposed incorporation of trust management results in reduced count of
failed tasks and improves the reliability of the ad hoc
grid infrastructure. The percentage of improvement in
the modelled ad hoc grid reliability is equal to 43.62%.

7. Future work
The requirements for the grid security can be mapped
to various system, behavioural and descriptive attributes
specifying the capability of a collaborating entity to execute activities in a secure manner. The task for the future
research is to propose adjustments in the attribute weights
resulting in reliability improvement of the proposed trust
management integration.
The participants of the grid community usually have different requirements for the grid security. The diversity of
the requirements necessitates the ability of the collaborating participants to define what system and/or behavioural
attributes of interest should be included in the evaluated
trust value. The participants should be able to assign
weights to the evaluated attributes in order to specify the
desired impact of the attributes on the evaluated trust
value. The task for the future research is to design a
mechanism giving the grid community participants ability to specify the evaluated attributes and their weights
in an easy and understandable manner.
The infrastructure should also provide a well-defined application interface enabling an easy integration of trust
management (i.e. trust evaluation, trust update and trust
based decision making) into the current ad hoc grid solutions.

8. Conclusion
The decentralized structure and control independent nature of the ad hoc grid necessitates to manage the security
in the absence of a central controller and the responsibility for the protection against malicious collaborators is
left to the grid nodes. The issue of security provision

in the ad hoc grid environment can be addressed with
the integration of trust management into the scheduling
process. However, the integration of trust management
results in changes in the scheduling process and also necessitates enhancements in the ad hoc grid architecture.
The paper presents an ad hoc grid architecture integrating trust manager module taking over tasks as trustworthiness assessment of collaborating nodes and update of
trustworthiness after a job completion.
The procedure of trust evaluation is a complex process
including procession of various trust components and relations among these components. The paper describes in
detail these relations and their impact on the inferred values produced by the trust management inference system.
The values are deduced from parameters describing the
most significant system attributes and behavioural traits
of evaluated grid entities.
The verification of the proposed trust management integration into the ad hoc grid infrastructure was carried out
by a computer simulation proving the correctness of the
proposed trust management integration. The paper also
describes areas for future research dealing with refinement
of the proposed solution and ease implementation of the
proposed solution in the existing ad hoc grid infrastructures.
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The dissertation thesis presents the main results achieved
within the author’s research in the field of computer simulation of fires realized on high performance computers using Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS). Analysis of the FDS
applicability on modelling of fire course and consequences
in selected structures (cinema hall and road tunnel) and
modelling of evacuation during road tunnel fire confirmed
that FDS is able to model realistically the course of fire
and specific phenomena related to the fire. Study of the
impact of fire on people evacuation, their movement, behaviour and escape strategies as well as analysis of the
impact of the turned and/or higher capacity vehicles occurrence on evacuation are also included. Parallelization
of fire simulation by the parallel MPI model of FDS and
the impact of parallelization on efficiency and accuracy
of the calculation is investigated. A series of new shell
scripts for fire simulation execution on the HPC computer
cluster at the Institute of Informatics, Slovak Academy of
Sciences in Bratislava (Slovakia) in which a set of basic
strategies for mapping and binding of MPI processes to
computing resources of the cluster were created and the
impact of their use on the fire simulation efficiency was
tested. The described new knowledge and experience are
crucial for accurate, reliable and efficient realization of fire
simulation on high performance computers.
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1.

Introduction

The dissertation thesis described the main results of author’s dissertation research in the field of computer simulation of fires and their consequences. The research was
focused on simulation of fire and its consequences in two
selected structures (cinema hall and road tunnel) using
the FDS system and modelling people evacuation in road
tunnel in fire conditions. Analysis of the impact of parallelization of the calculation realized on high-performance
computer systems on the simulation accuracy and efficiency was a part of the research. The main research aim
was to achieve new knowledge about realization of computer simulations of fire dynamics and fire effects in selected structures and to analyze problems related to parallelization and efficient realization of fire simulations on
computer cluster. Sequential and parallel simulations of
fires and evacuation were carried out on high-performance
PCs and the high-performance computer cluster at the
Institute of Informatics of Slovak Academy of Sciences
in Bratislava (HPC cluster). The considered structures,
where fire and evacuation were modeled, were selected
on the basis of requirements of experts on fire safety in
Slovakia.
Nowadays, computer simulation of fire is considered as
a significant means of prevention and repression against
fires which cause large economic and social damages and
endanger people’s lives and health. The knowledge on applicability of advanced simulation systems for fire course
and consequences modelling as well as the knowledge and
experience in the field of efficient and reliable realization
of computer simulations and use of high performance computing systems for these purposes are applicable, require
and very awaited by community of informaticians, specialists for computer modelling and fire simulation, specialist
for management, fire fighting, planning and –prevention
of fire and in community of firemen and rescue workers.
The submitted dissertation thesis has a standard structuring. It includes the state of the art of the research field
(Chapter 1), dissertation theses formulated (Chapter 2),
methodology related to the dissertation (Chapter 3), presentation of the main results of dissertation research
(Chapter 4) and conclusions of the dissertation research
(Chapter 5). The list of references and three appendices
(containing tutorial material about the simulation real-
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ization on the HPC cluster and the list of papers related
to the dissertation published by the thesis author) are
attached as well.

2. State of the Art
Progress in the field of fire prevention and fire safety supported by the development of information technologies
and software systems capable to predict the fire spread
and model fire effects belongs to urgent challenging research problems which have all-society impact. Fire is a
complicated and complex phenomenon involving complex
physical and chemical processes, such as pyrolysis, combustion, thermal radiation, turbulence, dynamics of gas
spread, etc. Modelling of these phenomena, their reliable
computer simulation and competent interpretation of simulation results require an interdisciplinary approach, sufficient knowledge of processes related to fire and knowledge
of fire models and their implementation in program simulation systems. The fire processes dynamics generally
requires a detailed space resolution and small time step
of calculation in order to achieve sufficient accuracy of
numerical computation. Therefore, large computer performance and memory demands are required. Current
simulation systems have already achieved significant level
of reliability and credibility for certain applications in the
field of fire safety. Computer simulation allows to change
parameters of the tested fire scenario according to user
requirements. It enables to visualize the fire development
from its origin, to visualize its spread, identify and provide to users basic fire parameters in selected places (e.g.
the temperature, velocity, smoke, concentrations of toxic
gases, etc.) as well as parameters applicable to the fire
consequences analysis.
Several classifications of fire spread models [3, 11, 7] and
program systems for simulation of processes related to fire
[2, 10] are presented with the aim to characterize the type
of models implemented in FDS and the type of the FDS
system itself.
The FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator) system [9, 8] belongs to advanced simulation systems in which fire field
model is implemented. It models low-speed fire-induced
flows with an emphasis on the smoke and heat transfer
from the fire. It is supplemented by several models of
other complex processes, such as the model of turbulence,
combustion, pyrolysis, etc. The system was developed
by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA) in cooperation with VTT (Technical Research
Centre of Finland). It is a free downloadable software;
its first version was released in 2000, the current version
is the sixth version. The results achieved using the 5.5.3
and 6.3.2 version of FDS are concentrated in Chapters
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, and in Chapter 4.4, respectively. FDS
belongs to advanced simulation systems capable to model
the interaction of fire with various types of fire safety systems (such as fire ventilation, sprinklers, etc.) and the
impact of fire on behaviour and movement of people in
given area. Fundamental models implemented in FDS
are discussed and the system’s main strongpoints and limitations which must be considered during the simulation
preparation, realization and interpretation are characterized. FDS involves models of many complex processes
associated with fire such as low-speed flows, heat transfer and conduction, pyrolysis, combustion, thermal radiation, turbulence, flames spread, sprinklers activation,
heat and smoke detection, suppression and people evac-
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uation. The FDS system solves numerically a form of
Navier-Stokes equations for low-speed thermally-driven
flow with an emphasis on smoke and heat transport from
fire. The mathematical basis of the model is the system
of partial differential equations representing the conservation laws of mass, species, momentum and energy, which
are adapted for modelling flows with a low Mach number, discretized and numerical solved on rectangular 3D
computational meshes by methods of the second order accuracy in space and time. The mentioned well-elaborate
model of the fire-inducted flows dynamics and 2D and 3D
visualization of the course and parameters of fire belong
to the system’s strongpoints. People evacuation from environments threatened by fire are modeled using the Evac
program module of FDS. FDS serves as a platform for the
Evac module. It allows Evac the direct and easy access
to relevant parameters of simulated fire. In the literature,
this system is known as FDS+Evac [6]. Thanks to mutual interaction between FDS (fire simulation) and EVAC
(evacuation simulation) the impact of fire on behaviour,
movement and decision-making of people during the evacuation can be modeled. Individual people are represented
in Evac as agents (independent, autonomous entities with
their own personal characteristics and escape strategies)
whose translation and rotational motion is modeled by
the Helbing’s social force model [4] using methods from
molecules dynamics modelling utilizing the information
about visibility and knowledge of exits and smoke concentration.
FDS has been developed to allow the simulations realization on various computer platforms with various operating
systems sequentially or in parallel; for each variant 32-bit
and 64-bit versions of FDS are available. To utilize efficiently available computing resources of given configuration, FDS supports four programming model [12]: sequential model, parallel MPI model, parallel multi-threaded
OpenMP model and parallel hybrid MPI&OpenMP model. The research was focused on the parallel MPI model
that provides the most efficient parallelization. In the parallel MPI model, FDS uses MPI (Message-Passing Interface) [1]. The calculation is carried out as a single parallel
job on a distributed memory system. The main strategy
is to divide the computational domain into several computational meshes; calculation on each computational mesh
is carried out as a single MPI process and communication
between MPI processes is provided by MPI. Each mesh
is normally assigned to a single MPI process. The procedure for preparation and realization of fire simulation
on the HPC cluster as well as the hardware and software
equipment used is described in details in the thesis.

3.

The Main Aims of Dissertation Research

The following scientific aims were fixed:
1. to analyze the state of the art in the field of the dissertation research and elaborate the related methodologies utilized in the field
2. to analyze applicability of FDS for simulation of fire
and its consequences in a cinema hall and modelling
people evacuation in a road tunnel in fire conditions
3. to investigate selected issues related to parallelization and realization of simulation on HPC cluster.
To achieve the fixed aims, the following tasks were solved:
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• to analyze available fire models and simulation systems
• to elaborate methodology related to the thesis
• to prepare input data for computer simulation of
fire in a cinema hall, design the simulation parallelization, carry out the simulation and evaluate the
simulation results; to describe the fire dynamics and
analyze consequences of fire on spectators safety

Figure 1: 3D model of the cinema.

• to prepare input data for computer simulation of
fire and selected evacuation scenarios in road tunnels, design parallelization, carry out the simulation
and evaluate simulation results; to describe the fire
dynamics in road tunnels and analyze the impact
of fire on movement, behaviour and intoxication of
people during evacuation
• to study the impact of passenger cars and high capacity vehicles in a road tunnel on the smoke spread
and the evacuation course
• to study the impact of turned vehicles on the evacuation course
• to analyse applicability of FDS+Evac for modelling
group behaviour of people during evacuation in a
road tunnel in fire conditions
• to study the impact of parallelization using the parallel MPI model on the simulation accuracy
• to analyse the impact of the way of parallel fire simulation realization on the HPC cluster on the simulation efficiency.

4. Methodology
Methodical procedures related to computer simulation of
fires are discussed in the thesis; focusing on procedures for
obtaining the information about fires and on procedures
related to fire simulation using FDS. Procedures relating to input data preparation, choice of computational
meshes, parallelization of calculation and simulation carrying out on high-performance computers as well as procedure for simulation results processing and interpretation
are elaborated as well. Specific procedures related to testing, verification and validation of FDS are also discussed.

5. The Main Results of Dissertation
This part contains the main results of dissertation. In the
first part, applicability of FDS for computer simulation
of fire and its consequences in the cinema hall is analyzed, illustrating the use of methodical procedures for
preparation, realization and interpretation of simulation.
In the second part, applicability of FDS+Evac for modelling people evacuation in the case of road tunnel fire
is investigated. In the third part, some problems associated with the information loss caused by parallelization
of fire simulation using the parallel MPI model, which
can lead to the accuracy decrease of simulation results,
are illustrated. In the fourth part, efficiency of simulation
realization on the HPC cluster is investigated and the effect of several ways of the simulation execution on parallel
simulation efficiency is analyzed.

Figure 2: Simulation of fire at the 6th and 20th
second: side view (left) and front view (right).

5.1

Simulation of Fire in Cinema Hall

In the field of research of applicability of FDS to computer simulation of fire, we systematically described the
input data preparation, realization and simulation results
related to a fire in a cinema hall. The cinema hall is furnished by 108 upholstery seats organized into nine rows
placed on ascending floor. It has a stage and a curved ceiling (Fig. 1). For the cinema hall geometry preparation,
we used the PyroSim graphical user interface. Upholstery
was considered as a dominant flammable material. The
fire properties of upholstery used in the simulations were
verified by previous research (determined by laboratory
measurements, validated by large-scale fire experiments
with upholstered armchairs and verified by computer simulation using FDS [5]). A 60-second fire scenario with a
fire source placed under the 1st seat in the 5th seats row
was considered (Fig. 2).
The sequential simulation was realized on a single computational core of a high-performance 6-core personal computer (Intel i7-3930K, 3.2GHz, 64 GB RAM; in the next
we will refer to it as PCi7) as a single computational
process. The computational domain was divided into
35831808 cube cells forming a 3D cube computational
mesh with the 2.5 cm resolution. The used methodical
procedures for the input data preparation, parallelization
design, simulation realization and simulation results interpretation (described in the thesis’s Chapter 3) were
presented in details, including the methodology related to
the computational meshes choice, mesh sensitivity study
and selected metrics for assessing whether the mesh resolution is fine enough for reliable calculation of the heat
release rate and turbulent gas motion (Fig. 3-5).
Analysis of the simulation results focused on the description and visualization of the fire dynamics and characteristic phenomena endangering the spectators’ safety in
the cinema hall. The simulation captured formation of
toxic gas clouds that were formed after the hit of hot
gases layer moving fast below the cinema hall ceiling on
vertical and curved obstacles (vertical walls and curved
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Figure 3: Temporal curves of the parameter
D*/dx for 5 auxiliary simulations with the 10, 5,
3.3, 2.5 and 2 cm resolutions, where D* is the
characteristic fire diameter and dx is the nominal
size of a mesh cell.

Figure 4: Illustration of the MTR measure values
at the 4th second of fire for simulations with the
10, 2.5 and 2 cm resolutions. The values on the
colour scheme for the 10 cm resolution vary from
0 (blue) to 0.5 (red). The values on the colour
scheme for the 2.5 and 2 cm resolutions vary from
0 (blue) to 0.45 (red).

parts of the ceiling). An increased risk for spectators was
indicated at the places corresponding to upper rows of
seats as well as at the places under the curved part of
the ceiling and at the side parts of the cinema hall. The
simulation also showed specific behaviour of fire causing
that spectators sitting at the seats corresponding to the
top row were threatened by increasing temperature (and
toxic smoke) much earlier than standing spectators. This
threat to spectators was caused by specific shape of the
toxic turbulent gas cloud, formed after the hit of the hot
gases layer moving fast under the ceiling on the vertical
back cinemas hall wall. The fire course and security risk
description documented ability of FDS to visualize important parameters of fire such as the heat release rate,
flow velocity, temperature, visibility and individual gases
concentrations which are useful for analysis of fire effects
on spectators and the considered structure. The simulation showed that the ceiling thermal stress was relatively
insignificant during the 1st minutes of fire.
For the design of simulation parallelization, the parallel
MPI model was used. The computational domain was
divided into six 3D cube computational meshes with the
same size and resolution (the 2.5 cm resolution). The
parallel simulation was realized on PCi7 as a parallel job
consisting of 6 MPI processes, which corresponded to calculations on the 6 computational meshes considered.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the MSR measure values
at the 4th second of fire for simulations with the
10, 2.5 and 2 cm resolutions. The values on the
colour scheme for the 10, 2.5 and 2 cm resolution
vary from 0 (blue) to 0.65 (red), 0 (blue) to 0.5
(red) and 0 (blue) to 0.45 (red), respectively.

Figure 6: Temporal curves of heat release rate
for sequential (1M) and parallel (6M) simulations
(5-point moving average).
The parallelization of simulation using 6 computational
meshes provided 5.71-time speed up, which corresponds to
high quality parallelization (parallel efficiency of 95.1%).
The simulation showed that the use of relatively small
number of computational cores (computational meshes),
does not lead to significant times consumed for communication between individual MPI processes.
We also compared times of the occurrence of some characteristic phenomena in the fire behaviour (time in which
smoke hit on the ceiling above the fire source, left curved
ceiling, back wall, front wall and right curved ceiling) obtained by the sequential and parallel simulation. Deviations of values of the heat release rate and vizualization
of differences in distribution of temperature and gas velocity corresponding to sequential and parallel simulation
showed that these differences were not significant for the
case of smaller number of computational cores (computational meshes) (Fig. 6-7). The knowledge and experience
achieved in the presented study of cinema hall fire simulation are applicable for fire simulation in multiplex (several
multi-purpose halls) in the future.

5.2

Modelling of Evacuation in Road Tunnel

In the field of research of applicability of FDS+Evac to
evacuation modelling in the case of fire, we carried out
a series of computer simulations of fire in a part of road
tunnel tube with longitudinal ventilation and single-directional traffic. We considered 180 and 300 m long road
tunnel and two fire scenarios that differed by the location
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Figure 7: Vizualization of gas temperature corresponding to sequential (left) and parallel (right)
simulations at the 20th second of fire.
Figure 9: Chosen schemes of the traffic situation.

Figure 8: The 180 m long road tunnel: 3D model,
side view and groud plan.
of fire source (Fig. 8). We considered 5 traffic situations
in the 180 m long road tunnel (24 passenger cars; 21 passenger cars, 1 bus and 1 transporter; 20 passenger cars
and 2 buses; 24 passenger cars including 1 turned vehicle;
24 passenger cars including 2 turned vehicles) and 2 traffic situations in the 300 m long road tunnel (24 passenger
cars; 21 passenger cars, 1 bus and 1 transporter) (Fig. 9).
We designed calculation parallelization using the parallel MPI model and realized the simulation in parallel on
4 computational cores of PCi7. Simulation of the fire
course and evacuation was realized on 3 computational
cores (3 computational meshes used) and one computational core (one computational mesh used), respectively.
The fire dynamics in the tunnel is significantly affected
by the tunnel ventilation system and natural air flow in
the tunnel tube. Therefore, the ventilation action was included into the fire scenario. The simulation captured a
characteristic fire behaviour (fire in semi-closed compartment). Hot gases spread from the fire source upwards,
hit on the tunnel ceiling and propagated under the tunnel ceiling in both directions towards the tunnel portals.
FDS enables to visualize realistically 3D stratification of
smoke (smoke layering) in the tunnel tube and its break
caused by natural cooling the layer moving towards the
portal and by obstructions for the air flow (vehicles). The
quasi-steady air flow in the tunnel at the beginning of the
simulation caused fast smoke spread towards the right
tunnel portal. Analysis of the fire course in the case of
the tunnel without vehicles, the tunnel with vehicles and
the tunnel with turned or higher capacity vehicles showed
that differences in the fire spread and smoke stratification
were relatively small, however, they could have strong impact on the safety risk increase (e.g. reduced visibility in
the tunnel, intoxication by toxic combustion products).

Figure 10: The course of fire in road tunnel.

The fire simulation allowed 2D and 3D visualization of
relevant parameters of fire and analysis of their impact
on the course of evacuation (Fig. 10).
We made an analysis of the implementation of models
of motion, behaviour and decisions of individual people
(agents). We also studied the impact of the agent’s parameters setting and his/her/its intoxication on the agents’
escape strategies. The analysis showed that FDS+Evac
does not distinguish between ”high” and ”low” obstructions because both they are represented in one data layer
and form an obstruction from motion and seeing emergency exits. However, high obstruction inhibit agents
from motion in given direction and from seeing emergency exits and low obstructions inhibit agents from motion, but does not inhibit them from seeing emergency
exits. In the case of the road tunnel evacuation modeling,
passenger cars can be considered as low obstructions and
higher capacity vehicles (because of their height) as high
obstructions. Since this problem significantly affects the
quality of evacuation results obtained by FDS+Evac (reliability of agents’ escape strategies), we suggested specific
method of emergency exits representation (emergency exits as well as tunnel portals) which eliminated the problem
partially. The proposed method reflected the implementation of the preferred direction field algorithm and contributed significantly to more realistic motions of escaping
agents and more reliable course of evacuation. The sim-
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Figure 13: Vertical slices of the temperature passing in different phases of fire. Black dots schematically represent 12 selected thermocouples. The
values on the colour scheme vary from 0o C (blue)
to 1000o C (red).
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Figure 11: Crowding of escaping agents in front
of emergency exit.

Figure 12: Illustration of autonomous and group
behaviour of agents.

ulations demonstrated the ability of FDS+Evac to model
crowding of persons in front of emergency exits (increasing
risk of injury, prolongation of evacuation times of individual people) and reaction of individual agents to the queue
length in front of emergency exits (Fig. 11). The ability
of FDS+Evac to model the group behaviour of agents in
the case of road tunnel fire was illustrated by an example of movement of four passengers escaping from a given
passenger car (Fig. 12). The elaborated study confirm a
good potential of FDS+Evac for modelling people evacuation in road tunnels. The system is one of few systems
directly modelling the impact of fire on evacuation modelling (strongpoint). It benefits from the agent approach
and personalization of agents’ properties which enables
to model diversity of people, their parameters, behaviour
and escape strategies. The system allows to realize parametric studies of evacuations for a given evacuation scenario choosing some of agents’ parameters randomly; capturing large variability of evacuees and their behaviour.

Figure 14: The deviation curves for the absolute
error E1,j and relative error R1,j of the mean values of the temperature for individual thermocouples calculated by parallel simulations 3M, 6M and
12M (deviation from the values calculated by the
simulation 1M).
The obtained results can be useful for modelling of people evacuation in large structures with complex geometries (road tunnels, high buildings, etc.). Despite of some
mention substantial limitations, FDS+Evac has proved to
have a good potential for practical safety applications.

5.3

The Impact of Parallelization on Accuracy

In the field of research of the impact of parallelization on
simulation accuracy, we carried out a series of fire simulations in a 24 m long rectangular corridor with the fire
source with the 62500 kw/m2 HRRPUA and compared
differences of results obtained by parallel simulations in
regard to results obtained by sequential simulation (Fig.
13-14). The sequential simulation (denoted by 1M) on
one computational mesh of the 10 cm resolution and three
parallel simulations (denoted by 3M, 6M and 12M) which
used 3, 6 and 12 computational meshes of the same reso-
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lution and the same size were realized. For the simulation
parallelization, the parallel MPI model was used. By comparison of the mean values of temperatures measured by
selected thermocouples located at the top part of the corridor which were obtained by the sequential and parallel
simulations, we achieved the extent and distribution of
the error caused by parallelization of the simulation. It
follows from the detailed analysis that in the part of the
corridor, where the flows induced by fire were accumulated, the error values for the considered thermocouples
did not exceed 5% in that part of the corridor, where turbulent mixing of hot and cold gases was not arised. The
extent and fluctuations of errors were influenced by temperature fluctuations and turbulences caused by mixing of
hot and cold gases moving fast along the corridor. On the
other hand the extent of errors in the part of the corridor
with turbulent flows above the fire source, where hot and
cold gases did not mix, did not increase significantly. The
analysis also showed that although the values of the error caused by parallelization were not significantly high in
given fire scenario (because of relatively small number of
computational meshes considered), the problem of impact
of parallelization on simulation accuracy must be carefully
investigated particularly in the cases, where higher degree of parallelism and higher numbers of computational
meshes are considered.
In the thesis, the delay of some characteristic phenomena
during fire, which is caused by parallelization by the parallel MPI model, and the increase of this delay with increasing number of the used computational meshes are also
illustrated. The detail analysis of temperature slices calculated by the sequential and parallel simulations showed,
that local differences can be relatively high, however, the
main tendencies of fire behaviour and specific phenomena
observed in the sequential simulation are maintained also
in the parallel simulations in the case of lower number
of computational meshes. Therefore, we considered the
mean temperature measured by the set of 240 thermocouples placed at the same level (the thermocouples were
placed in neighbouring mesh cells). The averaged temperature at a given thermocouple location was calculated as
the mean value of 1500 values of temperature uniformly
distributed during 5 minutes of fire.

5.4

Simulation Realization Efficiency on HPC Cluster

In the field of research of efficiency of the fire simulation realization on computer cluster, we investigated the
way of realization of parallel fire simulations by the parallel MPI model on the HPC cluster in Bratislava (Slovakia) and its impact on simulation performance. The
HPC cluster is an IBM dx360 M3 cluster consisting of
54 computational nodes (2 6-core Intel E5645 @ 2.4 GHz
CPU, 48 GB RAM); the nodes are connected by the Infiniband interconnection network with the bandwidth of
40 Gbit/s per link and direction. We described systematically basic strategies for the allocation of computing
resources of the cluster and analyzed actual variants of
simulation realization on the HPC cluster. The analysis of the allocation strategies was focused on strategies for allocation of computational cores of a given cluster node, i.e., for simulations represented by 1-12 MPI
processes. In actual executable scripts for the simulations realization on the HPC cluster, only two basic allocation strategies (options - -map-by core, - -bind-to
core and - -map-by socket, - -bind-to socket denoted

Figure 15: The fire course in the simulation 1M.

Figure 16: The domain decomposition.
by CC and SS, respectively) were implemented. We created four new executable scripts, where other four basic
allocation strategies (options - -map-by core, - -bind-to
socket; - -map-by socket, - -bind-to core; - -map-by
ppr:n:socket, - -bind-to core and - -map-by ppr:n:
socket, - -bind-to socket denoted by CS, SC, SnC and
SnS, respectively) were implemented. Then we tested
the impact of the implemented allocation strategies on
the simulation performance. We carried out a series of
computer simulations of a fire in 7.2 m long rectangular corridor with the constant fire source with the 1000
kW/m2 HRRPUA on the HPC cluster and evaluated the
simulation efficiency. We realized nine parallel simulations represented by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 12 MPI
processes using 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 12 computational meshes (denoted by 2M, 3M, 4M, 5M, 6M, 8M,
9M, 10M and 12M) (Fig. 15-16). We analysed the performance of simulations realized by all available executable
scripts. This analysis showed that four allocation strategies (SC, SS, SnC and SnS) have better performance than
2 other allocation strategies (CC and CS) (Fig. 17). The
analysis of computational times showed that the simulation realized by the allocation strategies SC, SS, SnC and
SnS have very similar computational times. Similar tendency was observed in the case of simulation realized by
the allocation strategies CC and CS. A similar analysis
was done for the speedup and the parallel efficiency of
the tested simulations (Fig. 18-19). The research results
showed that for efficient realization of fire simulation, it
is not sufficient only to use the most efficient parallelization model (the parallel MPI model), but it is necessary
to take into account also the way of realization of the
parallelized simulation on the computer platform available. It was illustrated one the test example that the loss
of simulation performance (realized by some less effective
allocation strategies) can exceed the value of 30%.
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applicable in the field of fire safety and protection of population and environment. The new knowledge in the field
of parallel realization of fires on high-performance computer clusters are considered by the author as the most
important contribution of the dissertation because they
can contribute significantly to efficient and reliable realization of fire simulations and to credibility of the simulation results interpretation.
Acknowledgements. This research was partially supported by the Slovak Science Foundation VEGA (projects
No. VEGA 2/0216/10 and VEGA 2/0184/14).

Figure 17: Computational times of the mM simulations, m = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12 carried out
by CC, SC, SnC, CS, SS and SnS.

Figure 18: Speedup of the mM simulations,
m = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12 carried out by CC,
SC, SnC, CS, SS and SnS. The ideal speedup is
represented by black colour.
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Abstract
Current vehicles are increasingly depending on Electronic
Control Units (ECUs) that control virtually every system
of the vehicle. To enable more advanced features automotive embedded systems are opening to external world
which raises security concerns. This work deals with the
design of a novel approach to secure In-vehicle Systems by
taking advantage of Ethernet/IP technology and proven
security mechanisms from TCP/IP model. The focus is
oriented mainly on the widespread Controller Area Network (CAN). The main goal is to design an efficient solution that meets requirements for latency without requiring high amounts of processing power and provides
secure exchange of control signals. The presented solution is based on encapsulation of CAN traffic into UDP
datagrams with added authenticity, integrity, and (if required) confidentiality of communication using IPsec protocol in transport mode which creates a âĂIJsecure tunnelâĂİ across backbone Ethernet network in a vehicle.
Next part of the paper presents extensive tests both on
hardware and in simulation in order to evaluate the characteristics of the designed security extension. The results
indicate that using IPsec is a viable solution for securing
in-vehicle communications.
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1. Introduction
Communication buses and networks have become a must
for today’s vehicles. Computations in advanced driver assistance systems are distributed over several Electronic
Control Units (ECUs) and sometimes over several different networks. Although the automotive networks have
very good safety and reliability properties, there are very
few, if any built-in security features in them.
With the rise of external connectivity of today’s “connected car” and increasing complexity of software in today’s vehicles, they are becoming vulnerable to various IT
security threats and attacks [12]. Successful attacks targeting the infrastructure of production vehicles have been
demonstrated [6, 10]. Because of the criticality of vehicle
control systems it is important to study the security of
automotive embedded systems and in-vehicle communication networks.
The remainder of this Section is concerned with explaining state of the art, thesis goals and assumptions. Next
Section describes performance case study of TCP/IP security protocols. Section 3 introduces presented solution
followed by its evaluation. Possible applications of the
proposed security extension are in Section 5 and the final
Section gives concluding remarks.

1.1

State of the Art

Vehicle manufacturers and suppliers as well as academic
sector have already began to explore the possibilities of
increasing vehicle security. Multiple works as well as large
European projects between academic and industrial partners emerged in recent years. Research in the area of
security of in-vehicle networks focuses mainly on 1) hardware security of control units (especially Hardware Security Modules – HSMs); 2) protecting the firmware of
ECUs against unauthorized reprogramming; 3) adding security features (authenticity, confidentiality) to existing
technologies; 4) innovative security mechanisms and architectures for existing and probable future technologies,
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particularly Ethernet/IP. CAN receives the most attention because it is currently the most used technology for
in-car networks but unfortunately it does not provide sufficient bandwidth for direct application of security mechanisms which results in significant security overhead of
proposed solutions.

1.4

• Provide integrity and authenticity of the exchanged
messages,

On the other hand TCP/IP stack provides several mature
solutions in the area of maintaining secure communication in the Internet that rely on symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. The identity and authentication of
communicating parties is usually achieved using asymmetric cryptography through digital certificates, whereas
confidentiality and integrity of exchanged data is by using symmetric cryptography thanks to its computational
efficiency.

1.2

Specification

Based on the analysis related work and the dissertation
thesis, the requirements that should be satisfied by our
solution have been identified as follows:

• Provide protection against so-called replay attacks,
• Full backward compatibility with current CAN technology,
• Support for next generation “Domain controller” architecture based on the Ethernet/IP,
• Taking advantage of the possibilities provided by
Ethernet technology in terms of available bandwidth,
payload length, addressing scheme and others,

Thesis Objective

The central thesis of this dissertation is to design a security extension of existing in-vehicle bus protocols that
will allow secure and authentic transmission of communication frames between automotive domains.

• Minimal security overhead introduced by the security mechanisms and minimising the impact on processing/memory requirements and timing (usable for
real-time communication),

In order to fulfil the main thesis, the following partial
objectives have been defined:

• 10 ms maximal latency of secured traffic between
two domains,

• Design a method to allow transmission of automotive-bus frames by means of Internet Protocol (IP)
or Ethernet technology respectively.

• Re-using of existing (and proven) security solutions
known from “traditional computing” (such as IPsec)
where possible and adapting them for automotive
use.

• Design particular security mechanisms in order to
ensure the authenticity and integrity of the transmitted messages.
• Implementation of the designed method for a specific automotive bus (e.g. CAN).
• Comparison of performance with existing solutions
in the corresponding field.
• Comparison of performance with unsecured communication.

1.3

Assumptions

From the security point of view, the most vulnerable part
of the CAN protocol is the messages being broadcasted
to every node on the bus without any means to verify
the origin of the message. Therefore maintaining the authenticity and integrity of the messages is a priority. The
revealing of data flowing on the control bus is not a problem as long as they cannot be maliciously altered by a
potential attacker which means that demanding mechanisms to guarantee data confidentiality are not necessary.
In our thesis we assume that attacker does not have physical access to the vehicle’s CAN bus. In other words the
aim is to secure the on-board networks against attacks
from outside (Internet, malicious devices, etc.). No additional restrictions are placed on the attacker.
A “domain-based” architecture of in-vehicle network with
Ethernet backbone where respective subsystems are divided into several domains according to their functionality is considered. The communication within domains
is managed by so-called “domain controllers” that provide access to/from the underlying networks. This architecture is considered a probable candidate for future
in-vehicle network [9].

2.

Case Study: Performance of TCP/IP Security
Protocols

In order to determine performance of standard security
protocols from TCP/IP model we conducted a case study.
The goal of the experiment was analysis and comparison
of performance characteristics of TCP/IP security protocols in in-vehicle application by measuring the round-triptime (RTT) of message sent between two CAN segments
interconnected by Ethernet backbone. For the purpose
of the experiment a CAN-Ethernet Gateway was implemented that is based on dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 CPU
(1 GHz), 1 GB RAM and GNU/Linux OS. Three topologies were considered but because of minimal influence on
the resulting delay, analysis was oriented on topology with
one Ethernet switch (Figure 1).
Methodology of the measurement consists of sending 1000
successive messages from CAN node 1 to CAN node 2 (see
Figure 1) and back. GW1 encapsulates received CAN
messages into secured Ethernet frames and sends them
to GW2 where they are decapsulated and sent to CAN
interface (CAN2). Then the response traffic travels the
reverse path until it is received by the sending node on
CAN1. The notion is similar to ICMP echo messages.
The following protocols are evaluated in separate runs of
the experiment:
• TCP, UDP – unsecured traffic,
• TCP/AH, TCP/ESP, UDP/AH, UDP/ESP – traffic
secured with IPsec AH and ESP respectively (transport mode),
• TLS, DTLS – traffic secured with TLS and DTLS
respectively.
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Figure 1: Diagram of Domain Gateway behaviour.
The results show that TLS and DTLS are less suitable
for real-time applications. Furthermore, protocols based
on connection-oriented TCP have considerable overhead
of opening and closing the relations. The assumption
that IPsec/AH in combination with UDP transport provides the best performance was confirmed by the measurements. However, we note that other protocols based
on UDP or TCP using only one connection are suitable
alternatives and the particular solution depends on the
traffic characteristics and system requirements.

3. Proposed Solution
The proposal extends the concept of hierarchical in-vehicle
network architecture with IP-based backbone by adding
security services to the communication occurring on the
backbone layer.
Main idea is to offload the security processing from regular control units to powerful Domain Gateways and secure
the communication that occurs on the Ethernet/IP backbone. Control frames from lower-layer automotive buses
are encapsulated into Ethernet/IP packets by the gateways, and therefore it is possible to reuse proven security
protocols from TCP/IP model to implement needed security services. The design therefore effectively minimizes
processing requirements for ECUs and does not limit the
payload size of automotive frames.

3.1

Domain Gateway

The Domain Gateway is an essential element of the security architecture. It performs similar functions as domain
controller ECU that is mentioned in literature dealing
with automotive Ethernet and domain-based architecture
but extends its functionality by providing security services
for the forwarded communication. Basic behaviour of the
Domain Gateway is shown by a diagram in the Figure 2.
Details of the functions performed by the Domain Gateway are discussed in later Sections.

3.2

Encapsulation Protocol

In order to successfully transmit messages from domain
network over the backbone network an encapsulation protocol is needed. The specification of existing protocol that

MESSAGES ON DOMAIN NETWORK

Figure 2: Diagram of Domain Gateway behaviour.
supports transmission of CAN traffic via Ethernet was
not found during our analysis. Related works either do
not explicitly state the protocol used or they are oriented
on slightly different goal like for example a method suggested in [8]. The authors do not present exact protocol
but rather they are oriented on method to convert CAN
messages into UDP segments. On the other hand our
goal is to provide a method to tunnel CAN messages over
Ethernet/IP-based network.
Therefore a self-designed protocol has been created to allow CAN messages to be encapsulated into Ethernet/IP
packets without losing any information. The aim is to
provide a method of communicating between several CAN
networks through Ethernet network (i.e. tunneling CAN
traffic through UDP/TCP). Thanks to the encapsulation
into transport layer segments, it is possible to engage security protocols from TCP/IP model to secure the control
data.
Main features of the protocol are:
• Support for both UDP and TCP transport thanks
to the fact that it operates on the application layer,
• Extensible to support different automotive bus technologies (this document is oriented mainly on CAN),
• Support for N:1 mapping of fieldbus frames into
transport layer segments which allows to decrease
bandwidth requirements,
• Message priority based on the encapsulated data
(CAN ID) which allows advanced strategies to be
used when processing multiple messages,
Attention is oriented mainly on the support of CAN Bus
due to its widespread use in automotive systems. Due
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to the broadcast nature of vehicle protocols it is recommended to use UDP as transport layer protocol.

3.3

Traffic Forwarding

Domain Gateway translates and forwards communication
between the backbone and its local bus system according
to some scheme given by a gateway strategy.

3.3.1

Gateway Strategies

Gateway strategies define a method of encapsulating
CAN-Bus frames into Ethernet/IP packets. Essentially
there are two possible ways of the transformation – 1-to1 and n-to-1 mapping. The concept and results from [7]
are taken as a reference in this work. The evaluated approaches are listed below for the sake of completeness
along with the description of our suggestion to extend
the urgency approach by considering the priority of CAN
messages also during transmission to destination CAN.
• one-to-one strategy – uses one-to-one mapping of
CAN frames to UDP segments.
• buffered strategy – stores received CAN frames in
a buffer and transmits them in one UDP segment
either if the buffer is full or a timer associated with
the buffer has timed out.
• timed strategy – adds an option to dynamically decrease the timer value based on the priority of incoming CAN frame in order to lower the latency.
• urgency strategy – extends timed strategy with a
functionality to instantly send the buffered frames
in case a high priority frame is received.
• priority strategy – takes advantage of the priority
feature of proposed encapsulation protocol to order
the encapsulated messages according to their priority. The receiving Gateway processes Ethernet messages with the highest priority first and the decapsulated frames are sent to destination CAN-Bus also
from the highest priority to the lowest.

3.3.2

Forwarding to Multiple Domains

According to the analysis of in-vehicle domains, current
vehicles require information exchange between virtually
every domain. We propose to split the CAN message set
based on the destinations of the messages and use multicast addressing in order to utilize the backbone network
bandwidth efficiently and minimize the latency.

3.4

Security Layer

Based on the results of conducted case study and automotive requirements identified during analysis IPsec protocol
in transport mode was chosen for providing authenticity,
integrity, replay-protection and (optionally) confidentiality for backbone communications. Additional advantage
is that IPsec security services are transparent for programmer and he/she does not need to “think” about security during the development of an application – security
services can be configured centrally as a service or middleware module. This enables easier implementation of
security services and improves manageability and flexibility of the solution as well. During the design of the
security extension we proceeded according to the guidelines described in the Best Current Practice document
BCP 146 [3].

Another function of Domain Gateway is access control using Access Control Lists (ACL) that filter traffic between
domain bus and backbone network. Thanks to ACLs it
is possible to mitigate unwanted communication (e.g. in
case of compromised node on the local CAN). Implementation of this mechanism is out of scope of this work but
we propose following functional requirements: support for
defining allowed CAN identifiers for Gateways; support
for defining allowed traffic from local network; usage of
“white-list” principle; support for different filtering criteria (identifier, message periodicity, etc.).
Because in-vehicle network architecture is practically static it is possible to apply additional configuration to increase security and safety of the backbone network. It
is recommended that the IP addresses of Domain Gateways are statically configured to mitigate vulnerability
of DHCP protocol to Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attacks.
Another measure is to configure static ARP tables on the
backbone which can also increase performance (no need
for ARP exchange). Furthermore the encapsulated control traffic should be transmitted on a dedicated Virtual
LAN (VLAN) that has suitable quality of service (QoS)
configured.

4. Evaluation
We evaluated the proposed solution in OMNeT++ simulation environment [2] using INET, CoRE4INET and
FiCo4OMNet models [1, 11, 5].
Goal of the experiment is determining latency of secured
communication between two CAN domains and comparing the results with unsecured traffic. The aim to evaluate timing properties of the solution in multiple scenarios including single and bidirectional traffic and impact
of background traffic and prioritization on the backbone
network. The parameters of simulation model are based
on the real-world measurements obtained in case study.
We measured latency of communication between nodes
one different CAN buses similarly to the case study, however, in order to simulate real-world CAN example, nodes
and CAN message sets are generated by using NETCARBENCH [4] which is a freely available benchmark generator for automotive communication systems.
Simulation results show that end-to-end latency is influenced by several factors with varying rate. The most significant influence on measured latency values is caused by
the choice of gateway strategy – one-to-one strategy provides the best performance in terms of latency and jitter
but the overhead on the backbone network is the highest. The next significant factor influencing the results
is the rate of traffic that is forwarded between domains.
Furthermore the utilization of destination CAN network
and the composition of CAN IDs has also noticeable impact on the delay of traffic. The influence of background
streams is minimal as long as the backbone network is not
overloaded1 .

5. Possible Applications
Proposed security extension is mainly oriented on securing in-vehicle communication. An example of secure Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) system is depicted in
1
In this case the latency starts to increase linearly due to
buffering which leads to exceeding specified 10 ms hard
limit.
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Figure 3: Use-case 3: secure vehicle-to-vehicle communication.
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Figure 4: Use-case 1: secure ESP system.

the Figure 4. An attempt to inject false signals to Engine
ECU is prevented by applying ACL on the Telemtatic
Gateway. The authenticity of legitimate signals can be
verified by Powertrain Gateway.
The solution is compatible with external communication
as well. Use-case 2 (Figure 5) shows a possible way to defend against malicious firmware reprogramming. In this
case a certificate authenticated IPsec tunnel is first established to reach the vehicle, effectively blocking the
attacker. Furthermore it can be verified that programming messages are transmitted by Telematic GW and not
Hacked ECU.
It is also possible to integrate the proposed solution with
vehicle-to-vehicle communication as shown in the Figure 3
where messages between vehicles are signed and verified
using e.g. asymmetric keys and again the authenticity of
messages can be verified at the receiver side.

6.

Conclusions and Contribution

In this work we present a security extension of automotive
communication protocols that uses Ethernet/IP technology – the most probable candidate for next-generation
in-vehicle networking. The presented solution is based on
encapsulation of automotive frames into UDP datagrams
with added authenticity, integrity and (if required) confidentiality of communication using IPsec protocol in transport mode which creates a “secure tunnel” across back-

Figure 5: Use-case 2: secure firmware uploading.

bone Ethernet network. Proposed method and Gateway
have been implemented and evaluated for Controller Area
Network which is currently the most widespread automotive bus technology. It has been carried out in simulation
environment with configuration based on experiments on
real hardware to confirm that the solution meets automotive timing requirements and to identify its characteristics. Results of the performance evaluation indicate
that implementation of IPsec protocol support in automotive embedded operating systems would be beneficial
to improve the security of communication in “connected”
vehicles. Moreover the concept is compatible with Car2X
communication and provides possibilities to integrate it
with security solutions for e.g. vehicle-to-vehicle communication.
The contribution of this work is the development of a
novel approach to secure the control communication in automotive systems that takes advantage of emerging Ethernet/IP applications in vehicles and proven security solutions from TCP/IP communication model, notably IPsec
protocol. Presented solution contributes to research in
the field of Applied Informatics by designing an extensible
method to encapsulate automotive bus traffic into IPsecprotected datagrams and experimentally proving that
IPsec can be used to protect information exchange in a
next generation in-vehicle system architecture.
Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported
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In the dissertation, we focus on modelling text semantics. We identify two sub-goals, which aims at modelling
abstract text semantics. While the first sub-goal is oriented on modelling the general text semantics, the second
sub-goal is focused on the discriminative semantics, which
can be of more information value. Besides proposing new
methods to fulfil these sub-goals, we also examine a practical application of our proposed method of discriminative
keyword extraction.
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propose a method to model abstract text semantics via
key-concepts and show how it improves over standard keyword extraction methods. As a second contribution, we
propose a method to model discriminate abstract text semantics, which is based on categorised text documents.
We show how better representation of text semantics can
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1. Introduction
As one of the oldest mediums of communication in computers, text is still widely used in communication. Text is
the primary medium of communication in most of newspapers, blogs, law documents, product manuals, etc. Although we can easily communicate via phones and various applications for voice or video communication (e.g.,
Skype), text has still multiple advantages over other
means of communication. It is much easier to skim
through a larger portion of text to grasp some basic information hidden in it than to listen to a longer recording, even if trying to skip some parts of it. It is also
easier to communicate by writing some short text replies
when multitasking so that we do not need to keep our
attention only to one thing at a time. That is the reason
why people on social networks like Facebook or Twitter
or widely used messaging services like Google Hangouts
or Slack communicate mostly by sending text messages to
each other. There are also multiple enhancements (e.g.,
word suggestions built into software keyboards in mobile
devices or more intelligent reminder suggestions and message suggestions), which simplify the text communication
even more.

1.1 Open Problems and Dissertation Goals
The main goal of our dissertation is to enhance automatic
understanding of text semantics. Despite the extensive research done for several decades, it still remains an open
problem. The main cause is that natural language is not
exact and the expressed ideas are much more abstract,
sometimes even latent for ourselves. Yet still, we as humans can easily “get the point” in majority of cases.
The problem is that the notion of understanding text semantics has rather broad scope. It is certainly not clear at
first glance what formal steps should be taken in order to
achieve this goal. To investigate the problem, we need to
look at the main shortcomings of existing methods which
attempt to solve this same problem. We want to break
down the big goal, whose accomplishment is rather vague
and ambiguous, to smaller sub-goals that could be formulated more clearly and deterministically and thus could
be achieved more easily as well.
Among common shortcomings of many existing statistical
and rule-based methods is the absence of understanding
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word meaning. Mostly, they treat words as separate and
individual units. They are not aware of any relations between similar words. If we are to understand the meaning
of a whole text, first we should understand the meaning of
individual words which comprise it. We should be aware
of multiple relations between words, so that we are able to
infer indirect presence of more abstract concepts behind
the simple words present in text. That leads us to our
first goal, which aims at resolving this issue.
Dissertation goal 1 - Enhance automatic
understanding of the abstract text semantics. We want to understand the meaning of
text. That includes understanding of the core
topics discussed in the text. These topics are
not necessarily directly mentioned. We need
to understand individual words, which are just
expressions of abstract concepts, as well as latent relations between them. Therefore, an abstract representation is needed, which would
enable modelling the latent relations between
words and topics of such abstract concepts.
Our goal is to represent even the abstract concepts concisely and exactly in order to provide
a simple description of modelled text semantics.
Fulfilling the first goal should provide us with deeper
understanding of text and the latent abstract concepts,
which are described or mentioned indirectly. From other
point of view, however, we are not always interested in
such generic and concise representation. Another common shortcoming of existing methods is that they do not
consider the working domain of information space. Most
methods seek only a general importance of modelled semantics and do not consider the specifics of diﬀerent areas of interests. Having text documents in multiple categories, we care preferably about the discriminative properties of the document representation, not the general
ones, which are common for all of them. We formulate
the following second goal.
Dissertation goal 2 - Rationalize models
of the abstract text semantics. Our goal is
to create models of the abstract text semantics
which are both discriminative and justifiable.
We want to adapt the presentation of modelled
text semantics to the respective audience. The
presented semantics needs to have the highest
information value possible. Considering common information retrieval tasks like organising
and searching documents, users within a particular domain care preferably about the document topics which are discriminative within
the domain. The topics which are general
within the domain are usually considered to
have lower information value, since within the
domain of interest, they do not help to better
organise or search documents. On the other
hand, we want to be able to justify our model.
For example, we want to justify the predictions
of a text classifier, or justify the personalised
recommendation in a user model.
Given its definition, the second dissertation goal can be
more practical than the first one, since it requires mod-

elling of abstract semantics in order to model its discriminativeness and rationale. It may be easier to optimise directly a concrete objective than trying to build a generic
model which should be universally applicable.

2. Approaches to Modelling Text Semantics
Although keyword-based text representation was developed relatively a long time ago [7], it is still widely used
[2, 5, 14] due to its simplicity. One of the best known models is tf-idf [7], which computes the word importance by
combining local frequency with global document probability. The computation of tf-idf model is based on the word
frequency statistics and there has been multiple diﬀerent
extensions of it for various purposes like user modelling
[6]. Besides the absolute word frequency, we can also
consider its relative frequency [13] or the context graph
of words [9].
Many researchers focus on keyword extraction to categorise text documents, which enabled development of
multiple discriminative metrics. In most cases, the discriminative metrics are based on the absolute word frequency statistics [8, 12, 3], which can captured by four
variables A, B, C and D (see Table 1). These variables
represent the frequency of a word W given the category
CAT. The metrics based on the variables A, B, C and D
are summarised in Table 2, where N is the sum of all four
variables.

3. Modelling Abstract Text Semantics
To fullfil our first dissertation goal, we developed a method
of key-concept extraction. Instead of words, we extract
concepts (mapped to WordNet synsets), which are unam-

Table 1: Frequency Table Given Word W and Category CAT
Frequency
in category
CAT
in other
categories

of word W

of other words

A

B

C

D

Table 2: Frequency Table Given Word W and Category CAT

rf

Function expressed in terms
of ABCD statistics
A
log(2 + max(C,1)
)

tds

A/(A+B)
(A+C)/N

Metric name

N×

ig

gr
χ2
idf

log(A×N )
A
× (A+C)×(A+B)
×
N
log(B×N
)
B
×
×
N
(B+D)×(A+B)
log(C×N )
C
× (A+C)×(C+D) ×
N
log(D×N )
D
× (B+D)×(C+D)
N

−ig/
( A+B
×
log( A+B
)+
N
N
C+D
× log( C+D
))
N
N

N×

(A×D−B×C)2
(A+D)(B+C)(A+B)(C+D)
N
log( A+C
)
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biguously defined and carry higher information value than
simple words. The key part of our method is PageRank
algorithm, which is used for both word sense disambiguation and the computation of concept importance. The
proposed method can be divided into the following steps:

Table 3: The Classification Accuracy for Diﬀerent
Document Representations
Document representation

Classification accuracy

20 key-concepts

40.77

1. Choose candidate terms.

15 key-concepts

40.73

2. Build concept graph as a subgraph of WordNet vertices reachable from the candidate terms.

10 key-concepts

41.48

5 key-concepts

40.49

3 key-concepts

38.74

1 key-concepts

29.47

tf-idf

36.95

3. Calculate PageRank values of the graph vertices to
obtain the most probable word senses.
4. Enrich the concept graph with collocation edges.
5. Calculate PageRank values of the graph vertices to
obtain the locally important concepts.
6. Calculate the key-concepts by considering the information content of the locally important concepts.
In the first step, we select nouns (including compound
nouns) as candidate terms based on part-of-speech tags.
Subsequently, we take all the noun synsets in WordNet,
which contain at least one of the candidate terms. These
synsets are recursively enriched by hypernym synsets.
That enables us to get to more abstract concepts (WordNet synsets), which represent more abstract topics discussed in the text documents.
Next, we perform first pass of PageRank algorithm and
combine the PageRank values with the global concept
probabilities to get the most probable concepts for the
words in the document. To compute the importance of
concepts, we utilise the idea of TextRank algorithm [9]
and enrich the concept graph with edges connecting the
concepts of the respective collocated words.
However, PageRank values do not consider the global importance of concepts, just the local one within the respective document. Because of that, we also consider the
global probability and information content of concepts for
the final computation of concept importance. The information content is analogous to idf factor (inverse document frequency) used for words.

3.1 Results
As we can see in Table 3, the use of key-concepts performs better than tf-idf baseline, even when using as little as only 3 key-concepts. The key-concepts represent
very eﬃcient representation of document content - concise
and exact, yet precise enough, capturing also the abstract
concepts discussed in the document. In contrast with
words, which are ambiguous, concepts have clear interpretation. Each concept is mapped to a WordNet synset,
which contains a definition and relations to other synsets,
e.g. hypernyms, hyponyms, holonyms, meronyms, synonyms, etc.1 .
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the handmade WordNet is still not perfect, both the content and the structure. Sometimes, it may be impossible
to identify the correct sense of a word. According to [4],
the word can have multiple senses even if placed in a context. All these facts suggest that there may exist a better
representation of text semantics, which we address in the
next section.

4. Modelling Discriminative Abstract Text Semantics
The late boom of deep learning resulted in development
of various unsupervised methods, which can learn word
semantics out of raw text [1]. These methods map words
into a multidimensional latent feature space, which captures the word meaning. In contrast with the ontologies,
we do not need to disambiguate the exact meaning of a
word, since the feature vector can capture multiple senses.
Moreover, such distributed representation is highly scalable, as we can also map the meaning of sentences or
documents into the same feature space.
We utilise the distributed representation in our method
of discriminative keyword extraction, which can be also
used to model the feature vectors of whole documents as
well. The advantage of such vectors is the simplicity of
measuring word (or document) similarity using the cosine
distance, or the possibility of doing vector operations like
vector addition [11].
In our method we focus on categorised documents. We
utilise discriminative metrics to propagate words which
are more discriminative in the context of document categories. This way, we ignore words which are generally
important, but have very low information value given the
actual domain of interest.
The proposed method consists of the following steps:
1. Extraction of candidate phrases.

The use of concepts has also its disadvantages. In computational semantics, we often need to compute a simple word similarity value and the use of concept graph
like WordNet, which contains only hypernym-hyponym
or synonym relations, is rather complicated. Moreover,

2. Computation of vector representation of the candidate phrases.
3. Substitution of candidate phrases by the most similar words.
4. Computation of a discriminative metric.

1

The complete list of relations is available
http://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/man/
wninput.5WN.html

at

5. Selection of the keywords.
6. Computation of document vector.
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Figure 1: Comparison of diﬀerent statistical metrics used in ranking words evaluated on 20newsgroups
dataset.
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Figure 2: Comparison of diﬀerent statistical metrics used in ranking words evaluated on Reuters-21578
dataset.
The candidate phrase extraction is similar to the approach
used in [15] while limiting the maximal length of phrases.
To use a discriminative metric, we compute a vector representation for each phrase and substitute it with most
similar words. Then we can use any discriminative metric (see Table 2) to rank words. To compute a vector
representation of the whole document, we can sum the
feature vectors of the respective keywords.

4.1 Experimental Evaluation
We can see the influence of diﬀerent metrics used in our
method to the performance of the classification (Figures
1 and 2). In Figure 1, we can see that the variants using
ig,rf and tds are among the best performing. We can also
see that tf-chi-squared and chi-squared metrics secure the
stable improvement with increasing number of extracted
keywords. As the 20newsgroups dataset has well balanced
categories, the diﬀerence between the micro-averaged and
macro-averaged F1 score is negligible.
However, in case of Reuters-21578 dataset, the results are
more interesting (Figure 2). As around 70% of all documents are contained in only two categories, we need to
discriminate the topics on lower level of granularity. We
can see that metrics with tf factor help to improve the
score, as the tf factor has a tendency of propagating the
smaller topics.

5. Using Discriminative Abstract Semantics to
Model User Interests
To demonstrate the manifold of possible applications of
our method of discriminative keywords extraction, we used
it for modelling user interests. The problem of modelling
user interests is very popular nowadays, since practically

every website hones to provide a personalisation of its
content to attract more users.
We use a user model similar to [10]. The user interest
model is defined as a tripartite graph G (see Equation 1),
where vertices V is a joint set of three disjoint sets U, V
and D denoting sets of users, words and documents, respectively and E is a set of hyperedges. The hyperedge
(u, w, d) denotes that the user u has a collection of documents Du and word w is a keyword of document d ∈ Du .
G = (V, E); V = U ∪ W ∪ D

E = {(u, w, d)|u ∈ U, w ∈ W, d ∈ D}

(1)

To fill the content of the user model, we use our method of
discriminative keyword extraction. Based on several assumptions, we map users to categories bijectively. Thus,
our method can extract personalised keywords for each
document in user’s collection.
In Tables 4 and 5, we can see the examples of the extracted personalised keywords. We focus on two diﬀerent
domains - digital libraries (Annota dataset) and wild web
(Brumo dataset), with diﬀerent strengths of interest relations. Despite the noise, we can see that the extracted
keywords capture the main topics discussed in the documents.

6. Conclusions
The proposed method of key-concept extraction addresses
the first dissertation goal. We move from words to more
abstract units - concepts. The main advantage of using
concepts instead of words or latent topics is their concise and exact representation. The conciseness is advantageous for the automated processing systems due to its
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Table 4: Examples of Personalised Keywords Extracted from Selected Research Articles in Annota
Dataset

Discovering value from community activity on focused question answering sites: a case
study of stack overflow
question, answer, ask, answering, yes, query, ponder, rephrase, clue, wonder
Cloud Computing
software, desktop, computer, virtualization, computing, server, multiserver, technology, multithread,
mainframe
5-ALA mediated photodynamic therapy induces autophagic cell death via AMP-activated
protein kinase.
polypeptide, transduction, postsynaptic, autophagic, porphyrin, oligomeric, oxidase, modulatory, esterase, histidine
Algae Energy: Algae as a New Source of Biodiesel
biomass, energy, coal, renewable, biodiesel, gas, hydrogen, electricity, fuel, gasification
Hybrid Web Recommender Systems
recommend, propose, autocompletion, recommended, predefine, recommendation, consider, websearch,
inferencing, recommender
Context-aware query classification
contextualisation, contextualization, relevance, disambiguate, contextualise, contextual, contextualized,
context, disconfirm, contextualised
A community question-answering refinement system
answer, question, explanation, answering, ask, query, clue, clarification, reply, yes

Table 5: Examples of Personalised Keywords Extracted from Selected Web Pages in Brumo Dataset

http://www.sei.cmu.edu/security/
technology, interface, software, cryptography, cryptographic, academia, networked, interactional, community, computing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eduardo Frei Montalva
dictatorship, democratization, syllogistic, emancipatory, manifestation, monistic, regime, presidency,
posteriori, historiographical
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming paradigm
language, idiom, dialect, phonology, dialectal, orthography, orality, phonemic, phonological, prosody
http://help.coursera.org/customer/portal/articles/1164685-can-i-access-the-coursecontent-after-a-course-endscourse, access, process, layout, curriculum, parameterization, curricular, configuration, slope, material
http://help.coursera.org/customer/portal/articles/1164685-can-i-access-the-coursecontent-after-a-course-endscourse, access, process, layout, curriculum, parameterization, curricular, configuration, slope, material
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0102926/
murderous, demonic, vengeful, sinister, psychopath, demented, villain, villainous, psychopathic, evil
http://www.techrepublic.com/blog/10things/10-techniques-for-gatheringrequirements/287
standard, guideline, requirement, criterion, rigorous, stringent, standardization, prerequisite, minimum,
criteria
http://grooveshark.com/
music, internet, video, digital, audio, entertainment, wireless, iTunes, multimedia, streaming
http://www.optasports.com/en.aspx
championship, tournament, opener, squad, season, game, team, match, qualifier, club
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memory eﬃciency, while exact meaning of concepts can
be leveraged to provide better presentation of semantics
to the end users.
The proposed method of discriminative keyword extraction addresses the second dissertation goal. In contrast
with the first dissertation goal, now we do not care only
about some general topics discussed in the document, but
we are more interested in the discriminative ones instead.
The proposed method makes use of discriminative statistics and focuses on putting more weight on discriminative
terms rather than terms that are just generally important. At the same time, our model can also provide a rationale behind all its decisions, as embedding words, documents and categories into the same feature vector space
creates a joint model, which can be queried by words,
documents, categories, or practically anything embedded
into the same feature vector space, interchangeably.
We believe in great potential of our method of discriminative keyword extraction. As we showed, our method
is capable of extracting very small number of keywords
to describe a document and still categorise the document
very accurately. This means we can use our method of
discriminative keywords extraction to extract few words
to be presented to a human, e.g., to rationalize why a particular document is recommended, or what other users are
likely to be interested in it.
To validate if our method is truly applicable in wide range
of such real-world problems, we have evaluated it on the
task of modelling user interests in two diﬀerent domains.
We show that it can be used not just for the standard
task of text categorisation, but can be applied in various
real-world scenarios like modelling user interests on “wild
Web” as well as modelling interests of a researcher in digital libraries. We also show that our method is capable of
modelling user interests even if the interest relations are
weak and not explicit.
Moreover, we make another contribution by showing that
the evaluation of categorisation of text documents can be
used as an automatic quantitative evaluation technique,
which can speed up the research progress in the domain
of user modelling substantially.
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